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Why is this the case? It cannot be that the 
support of trusts and foundations, businesses 
and individuals is insubstantial – far from it. 

And of course, the global recession has 
highlighted how uncertain both public  
and private funds can be, when economies, 
businesses and individual tax payers have  
seen income fall, often spectacularly. But the 
private sector will come out of recession faster 
than the public sector and, therefore, is in a 
stronger position to support the arts in this 
critical period.

Our report, Private Investment in Culture  
08/09: the arts in the ‘new normal’, explores  
the changing nature and potential of private 
investment in culture, and provides the 
fundamental building blocks to examine  
the state of the mixed funding economy 
marketplace. 

In addition, we are publishing our Private 
Sector Policy for the Arts in order to respond  
to the challenges that the cultural sector  
is experiencing and to highlight ways that  
the public and private sector can work more 
effectively together to raise not only the  
funds needed long term, but also raise the  
bar when private sector funding is discussed. 

It is a positive sign that people are beginning  
to talk about “mixed economy models” and a 
“tripod” of funding – public, private and earned 
income. We must therefore provide new models 
to re-boot and re-wire that marketplace and to 
successfully lead the cultural sector into the 
post-recession economy.

Colin Tweedy
Chief Executive, Arts & Business

Foreword

The role of the private sector in supporting arts and culture has 
become more significant through the years and though the figures 
for 2008/09 went down by 7% from their record high of the year 
before, the contribution of the private sector is now critical in the 
cultural economy. But, in public and political debate, you will rarely 
hear mentioned either the value or significance of the private sector.  
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Due to the nature and scope of the recession that has characterised 
the majority of the financial year 2008/09 not a single sector has 
remained wholly untouched or unchanged by it, and a ‘new normal’ 
has emerged (McKinsey, 2009; nVision, 2009). This ‘new normal’  
is unlikely to change even when the UK completely emerges from 
the recession in real terms (not simply in GDP1). 

The cultural sector must now learn to operate in this context.  
It must understand the changing objectives of businesses and 
motivations of individuals and how to turn the challenges into 
opportunities. The focus of this report is therefore on the state  
of the arts in the ‘new normal’, moving away from the recession  
and towards recovery and considering the practical implications  
of how this will reshape their relationship with the private sector. 

Introduction

1 The Times, Britain exits longest recession on record – just, 26th January 2010
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The mixed funding economy of UK arts 
organisations has served the sector well 
(FreshMinds, 2008), with the success of  
the sector championed by the cyclical and 
reciprocal nature of the ‘tripod economy’.

The healthy levels of public funding provided 
the foundations for the sector to produce 
interesting and stimulating content which 
attracted increasing visitor numbers (and 
earned income), and which in turn encouraged 
further private investment, enabling further 
innovation in the field. 

The arts are well equipped and best-placed  
to survive (and thrive), even in light of  
a recession, if these levels of funding  
are maintained. 

However, as public funding is placed under 
scrutiny and private investment is less easy  
to predict (and secure), the worst could be  
yet to come – even if there is still plenty of 
public appetite for cultural engagement  
and consumption. 

Breakdown of sources of income (%)

Recent statistical analysis suggests that the 
correlation between the different sources of 
income for the arts is less linear and cyclical 
than was originally believed. According to  
the analysis, even though public funding  
and private investment are statistically 
independent of each other, cultural 
organisations themselves are dependent  
on both. 

But it is still true that the majority of the 
commercial sector wants to support and  
be a part of the cultural industries’ success.  
And even though private investment does not 
grow parallel to public funding, public funding 
itself provides the foundations for the health  
of the sector, which is a prerequisite for further 
investment – remove that and the balance  
is completely disrupted and there is nothing  
to build on. 

It will be difficult therefore to find other sources 
to replace any potential gap in public funding, 
especially considering that private investment 
levels are already under pressure because of 
external market forces. 

The tripod economy
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In 2008/09, we saw the first real effects of 
the recession impacting on the arts, though 
not as heavily as it had been feared. Private 
investment in 2008/09 decreased across the 
board, from businesses, individuals and 
trusts and foundations. With a 7% decrease 
from the year before, private investment in 
culture in the UK now stands at £654.9 million.

Year-on-year private investment in culture

However, the picture is not one of austerity 
across the board; some regions reported 
significant increases, as was also the case  
with specific artforms. 

It is also worth noting, that a significant 
amount of organisations also experienced 
substantial increases in the private investment 
they have received (meeting and often exceeding 
their set targets). Interestingly, these were 
mostly smaller organisations, so the increase 
hasn’t impacted greatly on the overall landscape 
for the sector. The propensity to increase 
investment in smaller organisations (and  
with smaller amounts) and to decrease 
investment in large organisations but not 
completely withdrawing altogether, supports 
an assumption we had previously made about 
the impact of the recession particularly on 
business investment in the arts: appetite  
for investment is still strong, but levels with 

which businesses can invest are currently 
shrinking. Furthermore, as we will find  
in the subsequent analysis, the nature of 
investment is changing, as businesses  
are now doing two things:

1 Playing it safe by investing with smaller 
amounts and on less “flashy” projects 

2 Trying to leverage as high a return on  
their investment as possible

Even so, the one success story that can’t be 
ignored is the increase in attendances for arts 
and cultural organisations across all regions, 
artforms and sizes. This could potentially  
be the single most interesting and optimistic 
performance indicator for the arts, as it can 
have numerous positive spill over effects:

• Earned income can be maximised, not only 
through ticket sales, but also through the 
promotion of merchandise and sales in the 
cafe and/or restaurant

• The personal connection of arts attendees 
and their favourite organisations is one of 
the drivers that can turn them into financial 
donors, on the grounds that they are already 
artistic supporters (Gaio, 2009)

• Business investment in the arts follows a 
robust customer base

• Traditionally the arts have had a niche 
target audience, differentiating them from 
a crowded market place and setting them 
apart from other types of entertainment. 
This is still very much the case, but it is 
not the whole picture

• Increasingly the arts are becoming more 
mainstream entertainment and appealing 
to more diverse groups and higher numbers 
of people. Businesses that invest in the 
arts will in this case be recognised by  
a greater public and therefore receive  
a higher return on their investment. 

It has also been argued that the arts are 
particularly well placed to flourish in a 
recession, especially in terms of attendances, 
due to their escapist qualities, their ability  
to challenge, their provision of an experience  
and not least because they provide value for 
money to the consumer (Gilmore et al, 2009).
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In today’s globalised society, intensified  
by the wild-fire like spread of the recession, 
culture is the perfect vehicle for businesses 
to build connections and expand their 
networks with emerging markets. Our 
feature on corporate cultural diplomacy 
explores the ways in which businesses  
can bring inward investment to the cultural 
sector, either through their vested interest 
in foreign/emerging markets, or through 
foreign interest within the UK market,  
by using culture as a springboard to  
build these relationships further. 

Yet, while the cultural sector is trying to 
maximise inward investment, new barriers  
are appearing beyond the recession making 
this even more challenging. The suggestion  
to ban alcohol sponsors for example, could 
have a catastrophic impact on the sector.  
Such sponsors have worked in the sector’s 
favour, not only because of the high levels  
of cash injected through these projects, but 
also due to the innovative and unobtrusive 
nature of the partnerships, which take the 
sector forward in many respects. 

Maximising inward investment
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Recovery will not be quick or easy for the 
arts. The current financial year is likely  
to be the most challenging, especially in 
terms of raising the necessary funds needed 
to maintain the highest levels and quality  
of production and output. 

However, as the private sector is likely to 
recover faster than the public sector (Pimlott, 
2009), increasingly arts organisations will  
be looking to businesses and individuals to  
fill gaps in their income streams, expected  
to decrease from other fronts. In order to do  
this however, the cultural sector will have  
to collectively become more creative, flexible,  
bold and entrepreneurial. Understanding 
business priorities and individual motivations, 
and what is driving these, is the first step 
needed in order to engage with them further.

For businesses too the recession is not the  
only external factor determining and steering 
the direction of their priorities and activities. 
Emerging markets in the BRIC (Brazil, Russia, 
India, China) economies, changing consumer 
sensibilities combined with smaller budgets 
are all impinging on the ways they are prioritising 
their activities, and therefore the ways in which 
they will be engaging with the arts in both the 
near and distant future. 

Simultaneously, the arts are recognising that if 
they are to continue to attract increased private 
investment from businesses, individuals and to 
a lesser extent trusts and foundations, they will 
have to offer better value for money. To clarify, 
we suggest that they take better advantage  
of their cultural capital, intellectual property 
(IP) and unique selling proposition (USP),  
and use them to attract and encourage more 
engagement and not just investment from  
the private sector. 

The private sector has much to offer in addition 
to monetary capital: skills, experience, expertise 
to name but a few (Breeze, 2009). And so, 
businesses and individuals alike will scrutinise 
where, how and why they will be spending/ 
donating/ investing their money especially  
in this climate. To this end, arts and cultural 
organisations should engage them in more 
direct ways – donor care is particularly 
important, in this and any climate, as it 
cements relationships and ensures loyalty, 
longevity and support2. 

The term partnership is increasingly being 
used to describe businesses that have become 
more than sponsors for arts organisations,  
as they work more closely together to produce 
innovative work in a collaborative manner. 
Individuals can, in the same way, be invited  
to become more actively engaged with the 
organisation that they support – the more  
they get out of the relationship the more  
they are likely to continue to contribute. 

Future levels of business investment  
in culture

 

Towards recovery...
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2  Philanthropy UK, Charities told to ask philanthropists for help in raising income, 11th March 2010
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Towards recovery...

The golden opportunity still exists with 
individuals. They are the driving force for  
the arts – it is individuals whom the arts  
serve and it is individuals that account for  
the majority of private investment they receive;  
it is also individuals that attract business 
investment into the arts. 

The emotional connection between individuals 
and cultural organisations is a deep one, and 
translating that into support will be both the 
opportunity and the challenge for the arts.  
In a similar light and for the same reason, 
businesses are still very much committed  
to working with the arts, but the ways in  
which they are doing so are changing,  
as are the levels with which they engage.

What is needed in the ‘new normal’ more  
than ever, is patience and perseverance, with 
increasing public engagement and a greater 
audience focus driving most, if not all, of  
the cultural sector’s priorities and activities  
(Knell, 2006) – collaboration, partnerships  
and co-donations will help achieve this best.

the private 
sector should 
be asked to 
engage with 
more than 
monetary 
capital”

“
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Echoing several conference debates, reports 
and news articles that have surfaced in the 
past year, it is undeniable that the UK arts 
sector, in its majority, has experienced a 
“golden era”, championed by increasing 
levels of public funding (Bunting, 2010). 
These in turn encourage high volumes  
of visitors and attendance numbers and 
large amounts of private investment, all  
of which have undoubtedly contributed to 
the unprecedented health and sustainability  
of the sector (FreshMinds, 2008). 

We have always argued that there is a cyclical 
and reciprocal relationship between these  
three sources of income – not only do they 
contribute to the health and success of the 
sector, but more importantly, one encourages 
the other. 

Though the tripod economy often refers to  
arts organisations in the UK as receiving  
a third of their income from public funding,  
a third from earned income and a third from 
private investment, the actual make-up of 
income sources is more complex.

To begin with, public funding is itself 
constituted of different sources, including 
central government, local government, Arts 
Councils, lottery funding and other public 
subsidies. Together these account for more 
than half (53%) of the total income received  
in the arts sector in the UK. 

Earned income (including ticket sales and 
trading) accounts for 32% of the total income 
and the remaining 15% comes from private 
investment, encompassing business investment, 
individual giving and funding from trusts and 
foundations.

Breakdown of sources of income (%)

However, it is worth noting that this breakdown 
differs significantly according to region, artform, 
size and type of organisation (e.g. regularly 
funded organisations from the Arts Councils).

In this section, we will look at the correlation between public 
funding, earned income and private investment, and go on to 
consider what would be likely to occur if public funds diminish 
and the kind of impact it could have on private investment and 
the arts as a whole. 

Introduction
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Breakdown of sources of income by size of organisation

According to the table above, the smallest 
organisations are most dependent on  
private investment, and surprisingly it  
is large organisations which are the next  
most dependent (not medium organisations  
as might be expected). 

As a whole, private investment decreased  
by 7% in 08/09 (see chapter 2 on private 
investment for more detailed analysis),  
though both earned income and public  
funding experienced an increase in real  
terms this year by 1% and 5% respectively. 

Change in income sources

Income   % change 
source  (above inflation)
Total public funding   +5
Earned income   +1
Private investment   -7

Private investment this year has therefore been 
more immediately reactive to market forces as 
it is more directly influenced by and dependent 
on the economy. In contrast, most of the public 
funding received in 08/09 was committed  
in advance. What is likely to happen in the 
following year in terms of public funding  
is less easy to predict, though many expect  
there to be cuts. Earned income experienced  
a moderate increase, which can be directly 
attributed to the respective increase in 
attendances this year (see next page for  
more detail).

% of total income    Major* Large* Medium* Small*
Arts councils    10 22 22 15
Ministry of Culture (eg. DCMS)   31 2 13 0
Other governmental department   4 6 2 5
Local authority and  
other public subsidy    7 12 13 17
Lottery funding    2 3 6 9
Earned income  
(including ticket sales, trading etc)   31 36 30 33
Private investment  
(cash or in-kind from businesses,  
individuals, trusts and foundations)  14 20 14 21

Introduction

* Major: over £5 million turnover, Large: £1 million – £5 million turnover, Medium: £100k – £1 million turnover, 
Small: less than £100k turnover
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For a long time, Arts & Business has been 
advocating that public funding and private 
investment go hand-in-hand. In the following 
section we explore in more detail the actual 
relationship between the two and where 
earned income fits into the equation.

If we want to look closely at the correlation 
between public funding and private investment, 
we will have to do so by looking at each of 
these sources in isolation first. 

We will provide a logical (and anecdotal) 
overview of the relationship between each  
of the three sources of private investment  
and public funding. This will be complemented  
and strengthened with a statistical analysis  
of the correlation between public funding  
and private investment, in addition to earned 
income. It should be noted, however, that any 
statistical correlation does not automatically 
equate to a cause and effect relationship 
(although a relationship can be deduced  
after comparing variables over lagged years). 

A logical argument
Business investment 
In most cases investment is a business 
transaction with specific and targeted objectives 
and outcomes for both partners. However, we 
must distinguish between the different types of 
business investment, which may have different 
objectives, and will therefore respectively be 
affected and influenced in different ways by  
the level of public funding of the cultural sector.

• When sponsoring arts and cultural 
organisations, businesses mainly want to 
invest in already successful institutions. 
Return on investment is a paramount objective 
(Mermiri, 2008; Mermiri et al, 2009) and 
pre-requisites for this are predominantly 
organisations that have large or niche 
audience appeal. It has been argued that in 
order for this to happen, arts organisations 
need to be able to present attractive offers 
and services to businesses; arguably,  
this is easier to do with public funding. 
 
Capitalising on the existing success of an 
organisation is the most important indicator 
for business sponsorship in the arts, and 
quality emanating from public subsidy is 
therefore a pre-requisite for this

• It is also worth noting that this kind of 
engagement accounts for the majority 
(70%) of business investment received  
in the arts

• In contrast, when businesses invest in 
culture as part of their Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) programmes,  
the objectives do not always include  
a contribution to the bottom line of the 
business. It is about how the business  
can benefit the recipient organisation  
and how it can have a positive impact  
on the public it serves.  
 
To this end, CSR strives to reach where 
public funding doesn’t, in order to help 
organisations develop and grow in ways 
they wouldn’t be able to without this 
additional funding. Alternatively, it could 
mean that businesses investing in the  
arts through CSR, want to capitalise  
on the arts’ instrumental value with links  
to health and education. We presume, 
therefore, that public funding does not 
necessarily directly impact on businesses’ 
decisions to support culture in this way. 

 
Individual giving 
Motivations for individual giving are harder  
to trace than business investment. This is 
because individuals are harder to reach and  
are greater in numbers than businesses, with 
presumably more diverse motivations driving 
them to make a contribution; this in itself  
can take various forms and will be personal 
and often unpredictable. As with business 
investment, we have to look in more depth  
at the different kinds and levels of individual 
giving and the different motivations behind 
each (Gaio, 2009; Goodey, 2010).

• Friends’ schemes or memberships can  
be likened to business sponsorship,  
as individuals look for a return in their 
“investment”, namely benefits offered by  
the organisation, such as free or reduced 
entry fees to the shows/exhibitions, 
exclusive access to private views etc.  
The presupposition here is that (as with 
business sponsorship of the arts) members 
of cultural organisations will take up a 
subscription to an organisation that is 
already successful and has lots to offer  
them in return

• It is also worth noting that this kind of 
engagement accounts for the majority 
(48%) of individual giving received in  
the arts

Public funding, private 
investment and earned income

new models 
and campaigns 
are needed  
to leverage 
support from 
visitors and 
supporters”

“
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• Single donations or philanthropy on the 
other hand can be more likened to CSR. 
They are much more selfless and motivated 
by an inherent emotional connection and 
desire to help the organisation and improve 
its services for the public (Local Pride, 
2009). In this case, most organisations have 
the freedom to channel the donations into 
their activities/needs, excluding capital 
donations, which are targeted for rebuilding 
or expanding an organisation

• However, recent observations suggest 
that donors will make contributions 
(especially large ones) where they feel 
there will be maximum impact and where 
that impact is tangible – this could mean 
where it is needed most, or a high profile 
naming opportunity, but it could also 
mean an efficient organisation which  
is able to process the donation in a 
commercial manner, which will in turn 
maximise impact (Goodey, 2010; Pharoah, 
2009). In this respect, donors like 
businesses, want to be increasingly  
treated as partners, by contributing  
with more than just cash and by also 
determining how that can (and should)  
be used best. 

Trusts and foundations
Considering that trusts and foundations 
primarily address social welfare objectives, 
they most often fund arts organisations to 
instrumentally achieve the social outcomes 
that align with their vision, mission and 
purpose. To this end, independent trusts and 
foundations tend to supplement government 
funding, specifically around the instrumental 
value of the arts (Glinkowski, 2006). 

Regardless of how public funding may impact 
on the levels of private investment, there seems 
to be a consensus that there is the need for 
both. Overdependence on a single source of 
income can make organisations risk averse, 
reluctant to experiment with new business 
models and less innovative (FreshMinds, 2008). 
With a mixed funding ecology like the one  
in the UK, organisations are therefore more 
likely to have creative freedom, as they are  
not accountable to only one funder or 
stakeholder, and simultaneously are more 
resistant to external economic threats.  

This also reflects the need for arts organisations  
to target different types of businesses and 
individuals in addition to a mix between private 
investment, public funding and earned income. 

Statistical correlation
It was thought that public investment was  
the catalyst for private investment, and that  
in turn this encouraged increased levels of 
earned income (most notably raised through 
ticket sales, other commercial income and 
investments). However, testing this assumption, 
there seems to have recently been a shift in this 
relationship as there appears to be a relatively 
low positive correlation between public funding 
and private investment (Frontier Economics, 
2010), which means that there is little to no 
direct relationship between the two. Instead, 
the correlation is extremely high between 
earned income and public funding and earned 
income and private investment.

Correlation of public funding to earned income
There is strong 0.7 correlation between public 
funding and earned income.

Public funding to earned income

Public funding, private 
investment and earned income
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Correlation of private investment  
to earned income
The correlation between private investment 
(07/08) and earned income (08/09) is even 
stronger than that between public funding  
and earned income (0.82). The lagged variable 
suggests that the correlation exists one-way, 
with private investment encouraging earned 
income, and not necessarily vice versa (as  
the same analysis without the lag shows that 
the correlation is less strong). 

Private investment to earned income

The correlation is even stronger (0.82) when 
looking at business investment in isolation. 
From this we can deduce that when an 
organisation receives a substantial amount  
of sponsorship or business investment, it is 
more likely to produce content which attracts 
higher visitor numbers and therefore increases 
earned income. 

The high levels of the external sources of 
funding (public and private) are indicators  
of quality for the sector. And though public 
funding and private investment are independent 
of each other, they both equally feed into and 
encourage higher levels of earned income – 
combined they therefore enable and facilitate 
the production of interesting output that 
appeals to and attracts individuals, which 
simplistically translates to the earned income 
of the organisation. 

However, this also means that if public funding 
were to decrease, which it is likely to, private 
investment could continue to grow, so long  
as this void is filled either through additional 
private investment, earned income or a 
completely new source. 
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Public funding, private 
investment and earned income
So even though public funding and private 
investment are independent of each other, 
cultural organisations themselves are 
dependent on both. 

And it is still true that the majority of the 
commercial sector wants to support success 
and in essence it wants to capitalise on the 
health of the cultural industries (as was seen 
through the motivations explored above).  

Even though private investment does not  
grow parallel to public funding, public funding 
itself provides the foundations for the health  
of the sector, which is a prerequisite for further 
investment – remove that and the balance  
is completely disrupted and there is nothing  
to build on. It will be difficult therefore to find 
other sources to replace any potential gap  
in public funding, especially considering  
that private investment levels are already  
at risk because of external market forces  
(see Maximising inward investment). 

The collective challenge and opportunity  
for the sector is to now create a cause and 
effect relationship between earned income 
(attendance levels) and private investment 
(depending on the different motivations  
that drive these).

In this respect, individuals are central to  
what the arts offer – they should therefore  
be the driving force of the cultural sector. 

• As businesses aim for wide reach and  
public awareness of their brand through 
their investment in the arts, high levels  
of earned income (attendances/visitors)  
will therefore encourage higher levels of 
business investment

• Visitors to arts organisations more easily 
become donors or ‘friends’ than non-visitors, 
so increasing levels of earned income means 
that more individuals are being attracted to 
the arts, with greater potential therefore for 
individual investing.

Entrepreneurialism and commercial thinking 
will be particularly important, especially in  
this climate, as more pressure will be put  
on the arts to raise income from increasingly 
diverse sources (if they are to at least maintain 
the levels of private investment they currently 
receive). Even so, public engagement and  
a greater audience focus should drive most,  
if not all, of the cultural sector’s priorities  
and activities (Leadbeater 2005; Knell, 2006). 

This way, not only should organisations 
capitalise on their existing audiences, they 
should try to build relationships with new 
target groups that could also encourage  
the feedback loop between attendances  
and private investment. The sustainability  
of the sector would therefore only be as  
strong as the relationships that are built  
and maintained between organisations  
and their audiences. 

Earned 
Income

Public 
Funding

Private 
Investment

Private
investment

Earned
income

Ideal relationship between earned income and private investment
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Summary of key messages

• Public funding and private investment have 
for the past ten years been experiencing 
year-on-year growth, the combination of 
which has been contributing to the health 
and popularity of the sector

• Private investment makes up a sizeable 
proportion (15%) of the overall income of  
an average cultural organisation in the UK 

• Private investors, particularly businesses 
and individuals, want to primarily capitalise 
and benefit from an already booming and 
successful sector – existing healthy and 
sustainable income streams are 
prerequisites for this

• Statistically, a high correlation exists 
between earned income and private 
investment and earned income and  
public funding, though there appears  
to be no direct relationship between  
private investment and public funding

• Private investment levels are currently at risk 
because of market forces, regardless of their 
correlation between earned income or their 
lack of dependence on public funding 

• New models and campaigns need to be 
developed to help counter the challenges  
in respect of private investment (see Private 
Sector Policy for the Arts for priority 
recommendations list).

public funding 
and private 
investment 
increased  
over 10 years

private 
investment is 
under pressure 
due to  
market forces
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Exploring the success of the mixed-funding economy and the relationship 
between public funding, private investment and earned income 

Latest thinking on maximising and maintaining private investment, including  
the potential for ‘corporate cultural diplomacy’ and alcohol sponsorship

Looking at the challenges and opportunities for the cultural sector,  
and how it can become more sustainable and resilient 

Our methodology, bibliography, acknowledgements and contributions

Tripod economy

Maximising inward investment

Towards recovery
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Appendix

Overview of the state of the arts, focusing on the changing 
relationship between the private sector and culture

Executive summary

Analysis of the current and future trends of private investment  
in culture in light of the recession, and beyond

Private investment
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Activities and priorities have shifted massively in the  
commercial world this year (McKinsey, 2009), often swinging  
into pure survival mode and often cutting expenditure which  
was considered discretionary. Likewise with individuals  
(nVision, 2009). 

This section of the report will look in  
detail at the changing trends of private 
investment in culture for 2008/09, why they 
are taking place and what can be done to 
counter the impact of the recession and to 
adapt and succeed in the ‘new normal’3. 

The recession has undoubtedly limited the 
ability of individuals and businesses to invest 
and the levels with which they are able to  
do so. In this light, we anticipated a decrease  
in the amount of private investment received  
by the UK’s cultural sector in 2008/09, from 
business, individuals and trusts and foundations. 
In the previous recession of 1991, business 
investment into the arts decreased by 12%,  
but 18 months after its initial impact. 
Considering the unprecedented depth and 
longevity of this recession (with 6 consecutive 
quarters of negative growth according to  
the CBI4), we expected a more immediate  
and negative impact than before. 

The overall 7% decrease of private investment 
for 2008/09 was therefore anticipated, but not 
as deep as originally feared. However, though 
there is much to be collectively proud of as  
a sector – raising close to £655 million from 
private sources – we must also prepare for 
further decline as this is likely to take place. 

As we slowly emerge from the recession and 
return to growth, we must be aware that this 
will be a slow sluggish journey. Recovery itself 
does not even necessarily refer to returning  
to normal, since ‘normal’, as we knew it,  
may not in fact be the ‘normal’ that ensues. 
Therefore in the following chapters and  
looking at the current state of the market  
place, we want to send caution to what this 
‘new normal’ is likely to look like and help 
equip the arts sector to respond and adapt  
as best as possible. 

Introduction

3 The Art Newspaper, Could the art market be undergoing a fundamental restructuring? 29th January 2010
4 Management Today, CBI calls the end of recession, but Osborne warns on debt, 21st December 2009 
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As anticipated, in light of the current 
financial climate and the global recession, 
private investment in culture for the financial 
year of 2008/09 decreased overall by 7% 
from the year before. This ended the fast 
paced year-on-year growth of overall  
private sector contribution to the arts, 
which includes business investment, 
individual giving and funding from  
trusts and foundations. 

However, the decrease in all these sources  
of income, which was incredibly consistent, 
seems to imply that it is a direct effect of  
the recession, as the appetite to engage  
and invest is still there, but the capacity to 
invest and subsequent levels of investment  
are decreasing. Though this is true in most  
cases, there are several instances where 
specific regions and artforms bucked the  
trend and experienced substantial increases 
across all sources of private investment.

Also, it is worth noting that many of the large 
decreases found in a few artforms and regions 
can be directly attributed to 07/08 being an 
unrepresentatively good year, due to large 
one-off donations or capital projects that  
came to an end for specific organisations,  
and were therefore not expected to continue 
into 08/09. Some of these decreases were 
therefore expected and justified.

Year-on-year private investment in culture

Though the sector experienced an overall 
decrease in private investment from the  
year before, less than half of the sector  
(46%) actually experienced a decrease in the 
amount they received this year. The remaining 
organisations experienced in their majority  
an increase, but the levels were just not  
enough to offset the overall % change,  
though they did contribute to keeping  
the overall decrease relatively moderate.  
These figures vary across region and artform, 
but represent a similar trend where close to 
half of organisations experienced a decrease  
in their region, though it had a disproportionate 
effect in the overall sector. 

The mean of private investment received by the 
average UK cultural organisation was £134k.
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 % of private investment 07/08 08/09
Capital projects  7 8
Core programme  40 44
Overheads/operations  17 12
Education  23 24
One-off projects  13 12

A larger percentage of private investment than 
in previous years now funds core programmes 
and activities of recipient organisations than 
was previously the case, and slightly more is 
going into education projects. Much less of  
the private investment received is now directed 
to overheads and operations.

Use of private investment (%)

The slight increase in investment being directly 
allocated to education programmes is a trend 
that could become more permanent in the 
future, as businesses in particular expect to  
see their investment reap maximum benefits 
– so even if there is a pure sponsorship 
objective to the partnership, more businesses 
will seek to add education elements to  
this, in order to achieve a higher number  
of outcomes and leverage positive social 
impacts in addition to a high return on 
investment (ROI).
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Though all sources of private investment 
decreased this year, business investment  
also went down the year before, and is now  
9% less than it was in 06/07 (in nominal 
terms), back at the levels of 2005.

Source of private investment
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Private investment sources and trends

      Actual % of  
Investment    Total % change year-on-year private 
type    (£/millions) (above inflation)  change (£) investment
Business investment   157.3 -6 -6,159,268 24
Individual giving    363.1 -7 19,050,909 55
Trusts and foundations   134.5 -7 6,606,728 21
Total private investment   654.9 -7 31,816,905 100

It is worth noting that a single heritage 
organisation receives very large amounts  
of private investment (particularly from 
individuals) and if we were to exclude this  
the overall figure would stand at £483 million. 
This would still account for a 7% decrease  
if the same organisation is also excluded from 
the previous year. Excluding this organisation, 
the mean of private investment received by  
the average UK cultural organisation was  
£94k. The breakdown of private investment  
would also be significantly different:

• Business investment would account for  
30% of private investment

• Individual giving would make up 42%  
of total private investment

• Funding from trusts and foundations  
would contribute 28% of private investment.

Please note that the figures referenced in 
the subsequent analysis refer to the overall 
sector, unless otherwise stated. These 
figures therefore vary according to size, 
region and artform of organisation. Further 
analysis according to region/artform/size 
will be included in the next section:  
Where investment is going to (pg. 32)

Source of private investment
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Business investment in 2008/09 decreased  
by 6% after a greater decrease of 7% the year 
before. The relatively moderate decrease is 
much more positive than the anticipated -15% 
change and the previous recession which  
saw business investment decrease by 12% 
(albeit 18 months after the initial impact of  
the recession). This also varies according  
to region and artform, where some defied the 
trend and experienced substantial increases  
in the amount of business investment they 
received (see below for more detail).

Some key facts:
• Business investment now accounts  

for close to a quarter (24%) of private 
investment received in the sector

• The mean of business investment received 
by the average UK cultural organisation  
was £31.9k

• More than half of organisations in the  
UK (59%) experienced a decrease in 
business investment

• The remaining organisations experienced in 
their majority small-to-moderate increases

• The top 3 artform recipients of business 
investment were museums, visual arts  
and festival organisations.

The decrease in business investment in the 
arts is in-line with the decrease in sponsorship 
in the TV, radio, print/online UK markets, 
which experienced 6%, 8% and 7% decreases 
respectively (European Sponsorship 
Association, 2010). 

Type of business investment

    % of total 
   private 
% breakdown 07/08 08/09 investment
Cash  
sponsorship 58.0 59.1 14
In-kind  
sponsorship 19.8 13.1 3
Corporate  
membership 10.4 12.7 3
Corporate  
donations 11.7 15.1 4

Interestingly, more of business investment  
came from direct cash sponsorship in 08/09 
than in the year before (though it still adds up  
to slightly lower amounts than last year). In-kind 
sponsorship, which we expected to increase 
considering the lack of cash-flow, has instead 
decreased. Conversely, corporate memberships 
and corporate donations account for more of 
business investment than they did last year  
and actually add to higher levels of business 
investment from those sources than last year. 

This analysis points to the fact that in this 
climate, businesses are downsizing their 
relationships with the arts and opting for  
less expensive options of engagement,  
though not withdrawing completely. 

We believe this is a temporary trend that  
has been necessitated by the recession. 
So for 08/09, businesses seem to have  
returned back to basics – to the old, and  
to a certain extent less sophisticated ways of 
engaging with the arts, which raises a danger 
of becoming more formulaic, less innovative, 
sophisticated and all-round. However, the 
increasing popularity of corporate membership 
seems to imply three things:

• Arts organisations, rather than ‘charging  
for’ or ‘selling’ their rights to sponsors,  
include similar opportunities in corporate 
membership packages, being more flexible 
and offering more for less

• This was also reflected in our Market 
Trends research (Mermiri, 2009), where  
a large proportion of organisations said 
that this year they were consciously 
offering more to businesses for less 
(adding more benefits to their corporate 
membership), and thus hoping to build 
their relationship further and establish  
a stronger dialogue between the two, 
which can then be translated to more 
opportunities in the future

• The arts’ flexibility and inventiveness in 
maintaining relationships with sponsors 
through packaging more benefits within 
corporate memberships could have its 
merits (namely the retention of a sponsor). 
However, there are also some dangers 
with this approach as expectations for 
future engagement must be managed, 
and it should be clear that this is a 
temporary response to the recession 
rather than a permanent shift in the way 
they will be working together in the future

Business investment

corporate 
membership  
in the arts 
has increased 
in the last 
year
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• As business reputations are increasingly 
being scrutinised by their stakeholders,  
rather than splashing out on large badge 
sponsorship deals (cash or in-kind), they 
prefer to make donations, which have a  
more charitable remit and for which large 
tangible and monetary returns are not 
necessarily expected

• Having said that, there have been  
several flagship projects this year,  
in true sponsorship style 

• Business objectives currently revolve more 
around business-to-business models rather 
than business-to-consumer (see chapter 3 
for more detail), and so rather than going 
through sponsorship (and in particular 
in-kind), businesses choose to entertain 
their clients and build relationships through 

corporate hospitality (achievable through 
corporate memberships and one-off 
corporate donations).

Either way, the changing popularity of  
cash sponsorship, corporate membership  
and corporate donations, demonstrates the 
increasing diversity of business objectives  
and how the arts are being used to meet  
these – ranging from marketing to keeping  
staff and business clients happy, and of  
course to Corporate Social Responsibility.

Investment by business sector
Finance businesses still account for the 
majority of private investment received by  
the sector, but have decreased their levels  
of investment from the year before. 

Business investment

Business sectors investing in culture
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In their majority, the ‘others’ categories included urban regeneration companies, 
environmental agencies, police federation and port authorities.
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% of business investment by sector

Business sector      07/08 08/09
Finance (banking, insurance and other services )   22 20
Creative industries (including broadcast media and marketing)  17 15
Leisure and recreation      7 10
Property and construction     10 8
Retail      9 8
Legal      6 6
Manufacturing (including chemical and pharmaceutics)   5 6
Education and health      4 5
Business services (including recruitment and consulting)   5 5
Technology (including telecommunications and IT)   3 5
Transportation (including travel and storage)    4 4
Utilities (services and production – including energy, phone and post)  4 3
FMCG (fast moving consumer goods)    1 3
Others      2 2

Though creative industries account for a 
smaller percentage of business investment 
than last year, auction houses seem to be 
increasing their engagement with the arts,  
not necessarily in terms of levels but in  
terms of frequency.

It is also useful to compare the types of 
businesses that invest in the arts and the 
business sectors that have the greatest 
presence in the overall sponsorship market, 
most notably in sports.

Business sectors investing in sport

Of the top 3 sectors that invest most in sports 
and have a much smaller presence in the arts, 
telecommunications (which are grouped within 
our technology category), seem to be the largest 
area of growth (accounting for more of arts 
investment this year than they did last).

Number of (new) business relations
Of those who received business investment, 
the average numbers of business relations  
(old and new) was 34, which is higher than  
the average from last year (24). Of these, 12% 
were new for 08/09, which means that each 
organisation had on average 4 new business 
relations. That is slightly lower than last year 
(5), but this suggests that more sponsors were 
retained than recruited this year than the year 
before. This in turn also suggests that the 
decrease in business investment is directly 
attributable to a decrease in the levels by  
which businesses were investing, and not in 
the amount of businesses that were engaging. 

This seems to imply that there are not fewer 
businesses investing, but that they are investing 
at lower levels than previously. This also seems 
to be a trend across other sponsorship sectors, 
where according to The World Sponsorship 
Monitor (IFM Sports Marketing Surveys, 2010) 
industries such as banking preferred to spend 
less on activating existing sponsorship rather 
than breaking contracts. This is also reflected  
in the reduction of mega sports deals and big 
naming rights sponsorships in 2009 (ibid). 
According to the same report, the average 
duration for a sponsorship in 2009 was 2.9 
years, which still indicates that sponsors are 
keen to develop and build the strength and 
brand of their partnerships over time.
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Individual giving 

Individual giving decreased for the first 
time in 2008/09 since we started tracking 
this source of investment, thus ending  
the fast-paced growth since 2001. The 7% 
decrease brought the amount of individual 
giving down to £363.1 million, after an all 
time high from the year before. 

However, individual giving still accounts  
for the majority (55%) of private investment 
received in the sector. 

Individual donations themselves were broken 
down further, so we can start tracking 
additional/new sources of income. Of these: 

• 9% comes from board giving 

• 2% from online giving

• 5% is in-kind donations

It is worth noting however, that only a third  
of the organisations in the UK (34%) actually 
experienced a decrease in the amount of 
individual giving they received. The remaining 
organisations experienced in their majority 
increases, but the levels were just not enough 
to offset the overall % change.

Some key facts:
• Heritage organisations, visual arts and 

museums accounted for the majority of 
individual giving received in the sector

• London accounted for 82% of individual 
giving received in the whole sector

• The mean of individual giving received  
by the average UK organisation was £74k

• The picture presented in the arts is more 
positive than that of the overall charitable 
sector as a whole, which experienced an 
11% decrease in giving from the year  
before (NCVO, 2009a; NCVO, 2009b)

• This could be due to fewer people 
donating, coupled by the fact that  
the average amount of giving per  
donor has decreased by £2 from the  
year before, even though the median  
remains quite stable (ibid)

• According to the same report, the mean  
of monthly donations to the arts is the 
second highest in the charitable sector 

• Arts and cultural organisations receive  
the most million pound donations made  
by individual donors than any other 
charitable sector (Breeze, 2009)

• However, the arts receive a small 
proportion of support given by mid-to-low 
level donors (ibid).

Type of individual giving

   % of  
   total private 
% breakdown 07/08 08/09 investment
Individual  
donations 30.21 33.09 18
Legacies* 22.32 17.95 10
Friends  
schemes 47.32 48.16 27
Gift of Shares 0.11 0.80 0
Payroll giving 0.03 0.00 0

Only a quarter of the sector (26%) receives 
some form of financial contribution from  
their board, though we do not know if this is 
because members of the board are not willing 
to give, or because they are not asked to give. 
However, according to previous A&B research 
on board giving (Mermiri, 2009), those who 
received monetary contributions from their 
board members considered it a good way  
to leverage additional investment from other 
sources, particularly other individuals,  
“you need to contribute personally before 
asking others to do so.”

Almost all of the organisations that received 
financial contributions from their board 
members (close to 90%) were major 
organisations with an annual turnover  
of more than £5 million.

decrease in 
individual giving 
received by the 
whole charitable 
sector

11%

decrease in 
individual giving

7%

* 100% of those that received income from legacies were major organisations, however, in the charitable sector as  
a whole, legacies account for 5% of overall income to charities – that is a far higher proportion of what legacies 
account for in the arts (NCVO, 2009a; 2009b). 
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Individual giving 

Board giving by size of organisation (%)

Looking at the major organisations alone  
(which accounted for the majority of board 
giving received), we have compared with the 
remaining organisations of the same size which 
did not receive any board giving, and found  
that the ratio of leveraging additional individual 
donations with board contributions is 1:2.3. 

This demonstrates that organisations which 
receive financial contribution from the members 
of their board are likely to achieve double the 
amounts of other individual donations, than 
organisations which recieve no financial 
contribution from their board members. For those 
organisations, board giving accounts for 10%  
of the total individual giving they’ve received. 

Furthermore, organisations which received 
board giving were mostly music and theatre/
drama organisations, followed by museums.

Board giving by artform

 % by artform
Music  20
Theatre/drama  20
Museum  12
Visual arts/gallery  8
Festival  7
Other combined arts  7
Opera  6
Dance  5
Heritage  4
Community arts  2
Literature/poetry  2
Arts centre  2
Library/archive  1
Arts services  1

Gift aid
Considering the high levels of individual giving 
for the sector, Gift Aid should be a lucrative 
scheme contributing with further additional 
levels of investment. Gift Aid is a government 
scheme, and even though it is contributed  
from donors’ tax returns, it is not counted  
as individual giving or private investment. 

Some facts:
• 75% of organisations that could claim  

gift aid did in 2008/09 

• those who did, raised on average an 
additional £85k 

• gift aid contribution accounts for (on average) 
28% of the individual donations received by 
those organisations who claimed it.

Of those receiving Gift Aid contributions, the 
majority were medium and major organisations 
(according to turnover). This has several 
implications about internal resources and 
staffing of organisations, which seem to be 
impacted by size and at the same time limits 
their capacity to take advantage of Gift Aid. 

Gift aid recipients by size of organisation (%)
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In 2008/09, funding from trusts and 
foundations (T&Fs) decreased by 7%,  
in line with the overall private investment  
in the sector, but also ending the steady 
year on year growth of T&Fs’ funding  
since 2004. 

However, only around a quarter of organisations 
(27%) experienced an actual decrease in 
funding from trusts and foundations, which 
means that the decrease for those few was 
quite large to translate to a decrease for the 
whole sector. 

Some key facts:
• The single artforms to receive most  

funding from trusts and foundations  
in 2008/09 were museums, visual arts  
and theatre organisations

• The mean of trusts and foundations  
funding received by the average UK 
organisation was £28k

• Funding from this source still accounts  
for 21% of the total private investment 
received in the sector and now stands  
at £134.5 million.

Trusts and  
foundations

11% of our respondents received no  
private investment, which is a much  
lower percentage than those reporting  
they received no private investment last 
year (27%). However, when extrapolating 
for the whole sector, we estimate that 
around 42% of the sector actually receives 
no private investment, a similar amount  
to last year (see methodology chapter  
for explanation of difference between 
respondents and actual sector). 

However, out of those who received no private 
investment, 30% sought private investment  
but were unsuccessful (20% in 07/08) and  
70% did not seek private investment (80%  
in 07/08). These figures substantiate the 
anecdotal assumption that a greater number  
of organisations are (and will be) turning  
to the private sector to complement and/or 
replace other sources of income.

The decrease in amount of organisations 
reporting no private investment could be 
attributed to the following:

• Organisations that did not receive any 
private investment may have felt that 
completing this survey was unnecessary, 
even though we purposely also track those 
who don’t receive any private investment 
(and reasons for this) as well as monitoring 
those who do

• The survey has been factored for these 
discrepancies, and therefore we are  
able to make like-for-like year-on-year 
comparisons.

No Private Investment

decrease in trusts 
and foundations 
funding

7%

around 40%  
of the sector 
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no private 
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Distribution of private investment
Private investment in the cultural sector is 
consistently and highly concentrated within 
specific regions (London in particular) and 
artforms (mainly heritage). The majority of  
the investment received, was again highly 
concentrated within the top 50 organisations, 
which accounted for 64% of all total investment 
received in the sector from businesses, 
individuals and trusts and foundations.  
70% of the top 50 organisations were in 
London, though 18 organisations were  
new in the top 50 (and 8 of these were 
outside London). 

However, the single heritage organisation 
which every year receives most private 
investment through a major friends scheme 
accounts for close to half of the private 
investment received by the top 50, and 
therefore skews the figures around the spread 
of private investment. If we were to exclude  
the amount of private investment this single 
organisation receives, the concentration of 
private investment within top 50 organisations 
would not be so high, namely 49% (a decrease 
from 53% last year).

The average amount of private investment 
received by arts organisations in 08/09,  
was £133.7k down from £150k.

This of course differs according to region, 
artform, size and investment source; for  
some there was in fact an increase in the 
private investment received. 

Regularly-funded organisation (RFOs)
40% of our respondents received regular/ 
core funding by one of the Arts Councils. 
Accumulatively they accounted for 23% of  
the overall private investment received in  
the sector for 08/09. This is a significantly 
lower proportion than in 07/08, when our  
RFO respondents accumulatively received  
45% of the total private investment in the 
sector. Even so, regularly funded organisations 
depend more on private sector income and 
donations than the average UK organisation, 
making up 22% of their overall income  
rather than 15%.

Regularly-funded organisations: 
respondents and income breakdown (%)

However, according to ACE’s review of income 
sources for all their RFO portfolio in England 
alone, the proportion that comes from private 
sources is much lower (9%) than for other 
organisations, though earned income 
consistently accounts for the majority of  
their total income (Arts Council England, 
2009). However, these figures too vary 
according to region, artform and size. 

Where private investment  
is going to

Private investment

22 38 40

40

60

Earned income

Lottery funding

Non RFO’s RFO’s

Other governmental department

Ministry of Culture

Arts councils

Local authority and other 
public subsidy

Please note that the aggregate of individual regions and artforms will not add up exactly to the total UK figure 
because a lump sum of additional support for awards and prizes in the sector was not broken down into the 
relevant categories.
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Private investment trends by size of organisation

    % of % change    
    private (above average average 
Size    investment inflation) 07/08 (£) 08/09 (£)
Major    74 -15 2,301,483 1,937,651
Large    18 +19 289,597 329,338
Medium    8 +21 59,750 65,255
Small    1 +3 16,950 13,096

Where private investment  
is going to

Size
The largest organisations account for close to 
¾ of private investment received in the sector. 
Even so, they collectively experienced the  
most substantial decrease, which explains  
the disproportionate overall decrease in private 
investment from the year before. It is worth 
noting however, that there was a polarisation  
in the amount of organisations that 
experienced increases and decreases, with 
several major organisations experiencing 
significant year-on-year increases in the 
amount of private investment they received 
across the board despite the overall decrease. 

Even though large, medium and small sized 
organisations experienced on an increase in 
private investment received (across all sources 
bar individual giving and funding from trusts 
and foundations for small organisations), the 
change makes little or no impact to the overall 
change of investment in the sector, as the 
major organisations’ levels of investment  
are so much higher. Any small change in  
a major organisation (positive or negative)  
has a significant impact on the overall sector. 

Average amount of private investment 
received by size of organisation
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Artform
Some of these artforms, such as opera and 
museums, had an unrepresentatively good 
year in 07/08, due to large one-off donations 
or capital projects that came to an end  
for specific organisations, which were 
therefore not expected to continue  
into 08/09. This therefore explains the  
decreases in some of these artforms,  
which were expected and justified.

Since much of individual giving is centralised 
in one particular heritage organisation 
aggregating artforms and comparing 
year-on-year according to investment  
source will provide a better benchmark for 
organisations. The aggregated artforms are 
performing, visual arts, other and heritage/
museum, where the former three are most  
often publically funded by the Arts Councils, 
and the latter are funded through other  
sources (including Central Government).

Where private investment  
is going to

Private investment by artform

      Actual  
    Total % change year-on-year % of private 
Artform   (£/millions) (above inflation) change (£) investment 
Arts centre   18.1 23 3,696,265 3
Arts services   25.1 -16 -3,901,686 4
Community arts   12.4 -23 -3,266,818 2
Crafts   0.4 -21 -107,741 0
Dance   21.8 -10 -1,831,053 3
Festival   23.8 -2 155,607*  4
Film & video   12.3 -7 -662,816 2
Heritage   225.2 6 17,997,605 34
Library/archives**   6.5 -23 -1,755,576 1
Literature/poetry   3.3 -26 -1,037,038 1
Museums   80.8 -37 -43,523,604 12
Music   37.9 3 2,019,181 6
Opera   27 -12 -2,979,419 4
Other combined arts   38.7 22 7,775,687 6
Other single artform   5.7 -55 -6,558,657 1
Theatre/drama   45.9 -16 -7,701,063 7
Visual arts/galleries   68.6 15 10,213,748 10
Total   653.5 -7 -31,467,379 100

* adjusted above inflation, this translates to negative growth
** Library/archives category does not include local authority libraries, and only accounts for private investment 

received in large library or archive organisations. 
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Of these aggregated artforms, the visual  
arts alone experienced increases in the  
overall amounts of private investment and 
business investment received. Individual  
giving increased for the performing arts  
and ‘other’ artforms, as did funding for  
trusts and foundations for performing  
arts and museums & heritage. 
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% investment change by aggregated artform*

  Business  Individual Trusts and    Private 
  investment giving foundations investment 
  % change % change % change % change
Arts Council remit -6 6 -11 -4
Museums and heritage -4 -13 8 -10

Investment type by aggregated artforms

Where private investment  
is going to

* Please note all % are above inflation
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Private investment

   Actual   
 Total % change year-on-year % of private 
Region (£/millions) (above inflation) change (£) investment
East* 15.9 22 3,169,631 2
London 449.6 -8 -27,839,567 69
Midlands 18.9 -25 -5,806,462 3
North East 11.9 -39 -7,097,634 2
North West 18.5 -27 -6,362,017 3
South East 39.5 21 7,788,367 6
South West 17.2 33 4,548,175 3
Yorkshire 17.1 15 2,657,033 3
Scotland 37.9 -6 -1,433,483 6
Wales 20.1 2 813,722 3
Northern Ireland 6.6 -24 -1,905,145 1
Total 653.5 -7 -31,467,379 100

   Actual   
  % change year-on-year % of private 
East Total (£) (above inflation) change (£) investment
Business investment 4,667,877 24 991,912 39
Individual giving 3,341,886 -20 -737,188 28
Trust and foundations 3,926,590 -23 -1,063,236 33
Private investment 11,936,348 -9 -808,521 100

*  The figures in the East have been 
significantly affected by the income of one 
single organisation that was included for  
the first time in 08/09. If this was excluded, 
the figures would be the following:

Regional breakdown of  
private investment

70% of 
investment 
was 
concentrated 
in London”

“
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Regional breakdown of  
private investment
Artform by private investment

Business 
investment 

(£m) 5.8 10.7 5.7 0.1 5.8 16.8 6.2 7.5 1.8

% change +84 -26 -9 -37 +23 +1 -1 +37 +111
% of private 
investment 47 43 46 35 27 71 51 3 28

Individal 
giving (£m) 3.2 8.0 2.9 0.1 9.6 3.1 2.5 212.1 2.4

% change -43 -10 +12 -1 +5 +9 -41 +4 -45
% of private 
investment 18 32 23 29 44 13 21 94 37

Trusts and 
foundations 

 (£m) 6.2 6.2 3.7 0.1 6.2 3.8 3.4 5.5 2.2

% change +43 +2 -47 -16 -39 -18 +30 +55 -31
% of private 

invesment 35 25 30 36 29 16 28 3 34

Private 
investment 

(£m) 18.1 25.0 12.4 0.4 21.8 23.7 12.2 225.2 6.4

Business 
investment 

(£m) 1.5 23.6 12.2 5.4 12.9 1.8 15.1 19.3 155.8

% change -29 -12 -4 +7 -26 -32 -19 -2 -6
% of private 
investment 45 29 32 20 34 32 33 28 24

Individal 
giving (£m) 0.7 28.9 12.9 17.8 9.7 1.8 17.2 29.3 363.0

% change -9 -60 +16 +10 +139 +399 -14 +19 -7
% of private 
investment 24 36 34 66 25 33 38 43 55

Trusts and 
foundations 

 (£m) 1.0 28.2 12.7 3.5 15.8 1.9 13.4 19.8 134.5

% change -31 +2 -2 -62 +57 -79 -16 +29 -7
% of private 

invesment 31 35 34 13 41 35 29 29 21

Private 
investment 

(£m) 3.2 80.8 37.8 26.9 38.6 5.7 45.8 68.5 653.5
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The figures highlighted in pink exemplify where the majority of private investment comes from for each artform.  
The trend whereby individual giving accounts for the majority of private investment is skewed by the heritage 
sector, which on the whole receives the largest proportion of individual giving. Therefore analysed in isolation,  
many artforms have a more distinct breakdown of income sources, where some are more reliant on business 
investment and trusts and foundations than others.
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Regional breakdown of  
private investment
Regional and national distribution on private investment

Business 
investment 

(£m) 5.9 78 7.2 5.9 8.5 11.1 7.6 6.3 9.9 11.3 3.6 155.8

% change +59 -5 -16 -39 -43 +9 +34 2 -2 +13 -11 -6
% of private 
investment 38 17 38 50 46 28 44 37 26 57 55 24

Individal 
giving (£m) 4.9 296 5.9 1.5 5.1 14.7 4.1 5.1 20 3.8 1.5 363

% change +18 -8 -23 -47 +19 +13 +9 33 -15 -33 -32 -7
% of private 
investment 31 66 31 13 28 37 24 30 53 19 23 55

Trusts and 
foundations 

 (£m) 5 75.5 5.7 4.3 4.8 13.8 5.3 5.6 7.9 4.8 1.4 134.5

% change -2 -13 -36 -35 -23 +46 +57 19 +21 +24 -40 -7
% of private 

invesment 31 17 30 37 26 35 31 33 21 24 22 21

Private 
investment 

(£m) 15.9 449.6 18.9 11.9 18.4 39.7 17.1 17.1 37.9 20 6.6 653.5
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The figures highlighted in pink exemplify where the majority of private investment comes from for each region/
nation. As with the artform breakdown, the trend whereby individual giving accounts for the majority of private 
investment (driven by London’s breakdown), is reversed in most regions and nations, where business investment  
is the largest source of private investment.
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Regional breakdown of  
private investment

Arts centre 
(£m) 0.5 8.3 0.9 0.1 1.7 1.9 0.4 0.3 1.1 1.9 3.6 18.1

% change +288 +1 +144 -78 +77 +139 +198 +75 +23 +2 +35 +23
% of private 
investment 4 2 5 1 9 5 2 2 3 10 9 3

Arts  
services (£m) 0.4 14.0 1.2 1.2 1.5 0.7 0.6 2.0 0.6 2.1 0.2 25.0

% change +59 -22 -1 -34 -7 +25 -2 +6 +21 -16 -32 -16
% of private 
investment 3 3 7 10 8 2 4 12 2 11 4 4

Community 
arts (£m) 0.2 3.8 0.7 0.6 0.1 2.3 0.7 0.4 0.6 2.2 0.3 12.4

% change -91 -29 +191 -76 -21 -2 +23 +18 +11 +152 +49 -23
% of private 
investment 1 1 4 5 1 6 4 2 2 11 6 2

Crafts (£m) * 0.1 0.03 0.008 0.1 0.1 0 * 0.2 0.02 0.4

% change  +10 -13 +3  107 -65 -100  -30 -6 -21
% of private 
investment  0 0 0  0 0 0  1 0 0

Dance (£m) 0.8 17.2 0.9 0.9 0.05 0.2 0.07 0.6 0.6 0.1 0.009 21.8

% change +60 -16 +21 +47 -17 -16 +57 +33 +1 -20  -10
% of private 
investment 5 4 5 8 0 1 0 4 2 1 0 3

Festival (£m) 0.3 2.4 0.9 0.4 2.8 2.0 4.7 1.2 4.6 3.2 0.8 23.7

% change -54 -22 0 -18 -32 -10 +141 +16 -9 -12 +96 -2
% of private 
investment 2 1 5 4 16 5 28 7 12 16 13 4

Film and 
video (£m) 0.05 8.4 0.1 0.2 0.3 1.1 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.2 0.1 12.2

% change -11 -9 +489 -60 +53 -18 -41 +2 +138 -36 +173 -7
% of private 
investment 0 2 1 2 2 3 2 3 2 1 3 2
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Regional and national distribution by artform

(cont)
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Regional breakdown of  
private investment

Heritage (£m) 0.3 212.6 0.3 0.2 0.08 0.6 0.1 0.5 9.7 0.2 0.2 225.2

% change +135 +11 +2 -78 +40 -18 +37 +53 -42 +2 -31 +6

% of private 
investment 2 47 2 2 0 2 1 3 26 1 3 34

Library/
archive (£m) * 4.9 * * 0.4 * * * 1.1 * 0 6.4

% change  -31   -24      -100 -23
% of private 
investment  1   2    3  0 1

Literature/ 
poetry (£m) 0.4 0.8 0.03 0.3 0.9 0.01 0.01 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.03 3.3

% change +46 -29 +18 -19 -12 +43 -92 +6 -61 +35 +33 -26
% of private 
investment 3 0 0 3 5 0 0 1 1 1 0 1

Museum 2.4 54.9 1.2 1.1 1.5 7.9 3.3 5.0 2.0 0.8 0.1 80.8

% change -16 -44 +2 -33 -60 +4 +26 +2 -13 +1 -63 -37
% of private 
investment 16 12 7 10 8 20 20 29 5 4 3 12

Music (£m) 2.6 20.1 2.0 1.2 3.3 1.4 0.6 0.6 3.4 1.1 1.0 37.8

% change +19 +8 -19 -22 +37 +3 -45 +4 -10 +1 -6 +3
% of private 
investment 17 4 11 11 18 4 4 4 9 6 16 6

Opera (£m) * 14.5 * 0.006 * 4.5 0.009 1.3 4.9 1.4 0.04 26.9

% change  -26  -98  -10 -81 +3 +419 -54 -43 -12
% of private 
investment  3  0  12 0 8 13 7 1 4

Festival (£m) 0.3 2.4 0.9 0.4 2.8 2.0 4.7 1.2 4.6 3.2 0.8 23.7

% change -54 -22 0 -18 -32 -10 +141 +16 -9 -12 +96 -2
% of private 
investment 2 1 5 4 16 5 28 7 12 16 13 4
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Regional and national distribution by artform (cont)

(cont)
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Regional breakdown of  
private investment

Other 
combined 
arts (£m) 4.5 8.9 0.9 2.3 1.2 7.4 2.1 1.6 5.6 3.3 0.4 38.6

% change +493 -15 -47 -33 -79 +220 +85 +325 +59 +139 -26 +22

% of private 
investment 29 2 5 20 7 19 13 9 15 16 7 6

Other single 
artform (£m) * 4.1 0.007 * 0.05 0.01 0.8 0.05 0.01 0.5 0.007 5.7

% change  -63 -7  +17 -23 +263 -79  +7  -55

% of private 
investment  1 0  0 0 5 0 0 3 0 1

Theatre/ 
drama (£m) 0.7 23.1 6.9 1.9 1.5 3.3 2.2 1.3 0.8 1.6 2.2 45.8

% change -28 +7 -40 +10 -29 -42 -5 +1 -38 +2 -50 -16
% of private 
investment 5 5 37 16 9 8 13 8 2 8 33 7

Visual arts/ 
gallery (£m) 2.0 50.6 2.3 0.9 2.6 5.7 0.7 1.2 1.3 0.6 0.2 68.5

% change +70 +17 -44 -33 +20 +210 -9 +20 -48 -34 +72 +15
% of private 
investment 13 11 13 8 14 14 4 7 4 3 3 10

Total 15.9 449.6 18.9 11.9 18.4 39.7 17.1 17.1 37.9 20.0 6.6 653.5
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Regional and national distribution by artform (cont)

* see appendix methodology for more information
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Though according to existing research  
not enough is known about attendance 
levels and visitor numbers (Bunting, 2010), 
our Private Investment in Culture Survey 
2008/09, has shown that they have increased 
across the board, in all regions, artforms 
and across all sizes (12% on average).  
This refers to numbers of visits, rather  
than visitors. The increase in attendances 

occurred regardless of where there has 
been a decrease of private investment, so 
there does not seem to be a correlation 
between private investment and attendance 
levels this year. However, still little is 
known about the nature of these visitors. 

The largest increase in attendances was  
in the North East.

Attendances
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The largest increase in attendances was  
in film/video organisations.

The largest increase in attendances was 
experienced in small organisations. 

Attendances by artform

Attendances by size of organisation
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Unpaid employees

52

48

Paid employees

• 48% of full-time equivalents (FTEs) working 
throughout the cultural sector are volunteers 
(a significant increase from 28% last year)

• More volunteers are working in the 
cultural sector this year than last,  
and now account for almost half of  
the total workforce

• This reflects Volunteering England’s 
reporting in September 2009 that 86%  
of its centres had experienced a growth  
in enquiries since March, and placements 
were up too (Goodey, 2010)

• Volunteering is considered a positive activity 
within the cultural (and any charitable) 
sector, however there is a danger of 
over-reliance on this source of support  
if it replaces, rather than complements, 
professionally trained and experienced staff.

Unpaid employees
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28

Paid employees

Paid and unpaid FTEs 07/08 (%)Paid and unpaid FTEs 08/09 (%)

Volunteers

48% of FTEs 
are volunteers” 

“
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Only 3% of FTEs are dedicated fundraisers 
(this proportion is significantly lower than  
last year’s, 10%).

However, this does not necessarily mean  
that the sector is collectively employing less 
fundraisers than last year, but could also  
be that more people are being employed in 
other areas of expertise, and that fundraising 
can also be part of their remit. This also  
seems to be supported by our findings in 
Market Trends 2009 (Mermiri, 2009) where 
respondents mentioned that more members  
of staff were expected to fundraise.

On average every organisation employed 2 
fundraisers (last year it was 5), which therefore 
also seems to suggest that overall numbers  
of dedicated fundraisers are decreasing, as  
is the proportion of fundraisers over total 
full-time equivalents.

Fundraisers as % of FTE workforce

• 39% of arts fundraisers are volunteers 
(though last year this was a greater 
proportion: 57%)

• Therefore though there may be fewer 
fundraisers in the sector than last  
year, more are receiving remuneration 

• The crude ROI ratio for fundraisers in the 
cultural sector is 1:8, namely for every £1 
invested in an organisation’s fundraising  
or development salary costs, £8 is raised 
from private sources

• It is acknowledged that further 
expenditure on events, marketing  
and other fundraising activities often 
resourced from other departments also 
contributes to private investment received

• And of course this doesn’t take into 
consideration other variables such as 
time spent to train staff, the strength  
and credibility of a brand, the length of 
time for a campaign to be established etc

• On average, every fundraiser (whether paid 
or an unpaid) raised £184k.
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Expectations for future private investment

% of respondents   07/08 08/09
Increase  37 38
Same  37 29
Decrease  26 33

Respondents were divided in their response to 
confidence in future levels of private investment, 
with slightly more than a third saying that they 
expect to increase, another third saying they 
expect it to decrease, and the last group of 
people saying they expect it to stay the same. 
Compared to last year, it would seem that 
confidence levels are lower, as more people 
expect there to be a decrease in the private 
investment they will be receiving next year.

This doesn’t differ much according to size  
of organisation.

Expectations for future private investment 
according to size of organisation

% of     
respondents Increase Same Decrease
Major 34 23 43
Large 32 24 44
Medium 42 30 28
Small 42 29 28

The majority of respondents saw the wider 
economy as the primary contributing factor to 
the change in the levels of private investment 
they expect their organisation to receive 
(whether positive or negative), followed by  
a change in the quality and range of their 
programme and their fundraising function. 
However, it seems that the wider economy was 
more of an issue for those who expected their 
investment to decrease, whereas the remaining 
factors were chosen in their majority by those 
who expected an increase in their investment. 

Reasons for expectations

Reason for   %  
change  of respondents
Fundraising function   37
Change of involvement  
from board   11
Quality and range 
of programme   39
Private sector interest   32
Wider economy   44

Future of private investment

Increase

Same

Decrease

37

37

26

Increase

29

38

33

Same

Decrease

Future estimates of private investment  
07/08 (%)

Future estimates of private investment  
08/09 (%)
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Reasons for expected change in private investment
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Summary of key messages

• In 2008/09, private investment in the UK 
decreased by 7% from the year before,  
and now stands at £654.9 million

• Business investment in the UK now 
stands at £157.3 million and accounts  
for 24% of total private investment

• Individual giving in the UK now stands  
at £363.1 million and accounts for 55%  
of total private investment

• Trusts and foundations funding in the  
UK now stands at £134.5 million and 
accounts for 21% of total private investment

• Heritage was the single artform in the  
UK which received the majority of private 
investment in the region, with £225.2 
million. This was followed by museums  
and visual arts galleries

• The majority of private investment was 
concentrated in London, with £449.6 million 
accounting for 69% of the total private 
investment received in the UK

• Around 40% of the sector received no private 
investment, but the majority (70%) did not 
seek any to begin with

• Attendances increased by 12% on average, 
across all regions, artforms and size of 
organisations

• 3% of full-time equivalents were dedicated 
fundraisers in 08/09

• On average, every organisation employed 
2 fundraisers (from 5 last year). 
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Exploring the success of the mixed-funding economy and the relationship 
between public funding, private investment and earned income 

Analysis of the current and future trends of private investment  
in culture in light of the recession, and beyond

Looking at the challenges and opportunities for the cultural sector,  
and how it can become more sustainable and resilient 

Our methodology, bibliography, acknowledgements and contributions

Tripod economy

Private investment

Towards recovery
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Appendix

Maximising inward investment

Overview of the state of the arts, focusing on the changing 
relationship between the private sector and culture

Executive summary

Latest thinking on maximising and maintaining private investment, including  
the potential for ‘corporate cultural diplomacy’ and alcohol sponsorship

Maximising inward investment
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As some businesses are increasingly placing 
culture in the driving seat of their business- 
to-business (B2B) promotional activities, 
this is accounting for a substantial 
proportion of arts’ income. In addition,  
as emerging markets are becoming 
increasingly important for businesses  
(the financial sector will be used as  
an example here), there is a plethora  
of opportunities to use culture to break  
into these markets and speak louder than 
traditional forms of political lobbying,  
media engagement and paid-for advertising.   

We see this as a growing area of interest  
for businesses with a stake in foreign and 
emerging markets through their business 
objectives. Culture can be used as an innovative 
and creative way to build in-roads into these 
markets. Simultaneously, these practices will 
make the corporate sector more responsible  
and humane, with businesses beginning to 
understand and appreciate cultural intricacies 
and idiosyncrasies. Sharing responsibility with 
governments, politicians and policy makers  
in building relationships with foreign territories 
politically, socially, culturally and commercially, 
will only strengthen businesses further, not just 
through increasing profit, but by adopting the 
facilitating role of a broker between all 
important partners. 

This reflects the increasing globalisation  
and interconnectedness of not only society,  
but the economy and the art market itself 
(increasingly collectors and artists are  
coming from the East, Middle East, Africa etc). 
Inevitably, some people will question to what 
extent businesses and their stake in different 
markets should determine the art and culture 
that will be showcased in the UK and if there  
is a danger that these objectives could side-line 
the all important UK art scene. 

However, issues of co-operation, collaboration 
and international relations should overtake  
any unhealthy nationalistic overtones or 
connotations. It is one thing to promote and 
inspire and another to impose – the fine line 
between the two is the motivations driving  
the projects and the way the projects are  
being driven, which should be based on  
mutual benefit, knowledge sharing and 
value-added experiences. These experiences 
can also help the arts reach a wider audience,  
as more diverse work can resonate with  
greater groups of the public. 

In the groundbreaking report Cultural Diplomacy (Bound et al 
2007) identified culture as a central component of international 
relations, suggesting that governments and public bodies should 
start to unlock culture’s full potential. To this we would add that 
culture is now also a central component of business relations, 
where business models can come to life in a more engaging and 
profound way than ever before, starting intercultural dialogues  
and building international relations across and between different 
nations and markets.

Corporate cultural diplomacy

culture can  
be used as  
an innovative 
and creative 
way to build 
in-roads into 
emerging 
markets and 
to meet B2B 
objectives”

70% of 
business 
priorities 
revolve around 
B2B activities”

“

“
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Business priorities

Hitherto, a significant body of research has 
been conducted around arts sponsorship 
which is focused on engaging directly with  
the consumer, to increase and improve brand 
awareness, profile and loyalty (Gilmore et al, 
2009). However, these arguments often ignore 
the potential and significance of working  
with culture to engage a different target  
group, namely external business stakeholders.  

Much of the attention on these kinds of 
priorities has been limited to an exploration  
of corporate hospitality, which is a safe way  
to network, entertain business clients and  
build relationships. However, there is a  
growing stream of engagement with other 
business stakeholders that are driven by 
business-to-business objectives. 

Our business respondents have exemplified 
that business engagement is a priority for  
them going forward. According to them, 70%  
of their business priorities revolve around 
business-to-business (B2B) activities (with 
31% of the respondents saying this makes up 
100% of their business priorities). The bias 
towards B2B priorities is particularly strong 
within business services (such as management 
consultancies) and manufacturing companies.

Business priorities (%)

According to our business respondents, 
engaging the community is also an important 
objective, especially as part of their Corporate 
Social Responsibility (CSR) programmes; 
“activities focus around community 
engagement and alignment with business 
objectives... we try to work with arts groups 
based in the local community to ensure  
that our projects are visible to our clients, 
accessible to our staff and benefit the 
community which we serve... the arts act  
as a promotional tool, as well as a focus  
which enables staff and clients to share  
an experience.”

Business to business

68

30

1

Business to consumer

Other*

* Other includes business-to-community and business-to-arts
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Emerging markets
Maximising inward investment

The globalised market, which has to a certain 
extent been intensified by the global recession, 
has in turn proved how interconnected different 
communities are and the significance of the 
BRIC countries – Brazil, Russia, India and 
China – in particular. Moving away from local 
communities, there is ever more need and 
desire to also work across those markets  
and start building bridges between them.  

The emerging economies are recovering  
faster than those in the developed countries, 
and they now account for one third of the 
world’s gross national product so “it would  
not be smart for investors to ignore the rise  
of emerging markets, led by the four BRIC 
countries... and their long-term potential.  
Most of the growth in the global economy 
came from emerging markets even before  
the crisis.”5 

Even though on average and according  
to our business respondents, 83% of their 
business stake lay in the UK, we anticipate  
for there to be more interest to diversify 
business activities with income streams  
from emerging markets in the future,  
especially from financial service companies.  
As exemplified by Claire Simmonds of the 
JPMorgan Emerging Markets investment  
trust, “emerging markets look to us simply  
too big to ignore. By 2020 we believe they 
could be just under 30% of global equity 
markets. There is a long-term structural case.”6 

Also, according to the McKinsey Quarterly 
(2010) “the vast majority of companies... 
believe that economic growth in developing 
markets is important to the success of their 
business strategies. And more than two-thirds 
of those companies are engaged in various 
programs to encourage that growth, whether 
through education or private-sector development 
or technological advancement.” 

Furthermore, according to Morgan Stanley, 
European companies now generate 23% of 
their revenues from emerging markets and  
the trend of western investors slowly increasing 
their presence and exposure seems irreversible7. 
Therefore, there is a sea of evidence pointing  
to the increasing importance of these markets, 
and the subsequent need to build and 
consolidate strong and sustainable 
relationships with them.

5 The Financial Times, The attraction of emerging economies are no passing fads, 15th October 2009
6 The Financial Times, Faith is strong in emerging markets, 19th October 2009 
7 The Financial Times, The attraction of emerging economies are no passing fads, 15th October 2009
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Culture: the creative tool to 
entice emerging markets

Maximising inward investment

“Cultural exchange gives us the chance to 
appreciate points of commonality, and where 
there are differences, to understand the 
motivations and humanity that underlie them...  
it helps recalibrate relationships for changing 
times with emerging powers such as India  
and China” (Bound et al, 2007). Social, political 
and cultural specificities can often lead to 
misunderstandings, which can in turn tarnish 
reputations and ruin relationships and business. 
However, a good understanding of culture has 
the opposite effect of bringing mutual respect 
and creating common ground both of which  
are needed for business relationships to flourish. 

This can be done through three primary 
activities, and businesses can help with all three:

• Promoting a country’s national goals  
and policies

• Communicating a nation’s ideas, beliefs  
and values

• Building common understanding and 
relationships (ibid).

The ascension of the emerging markets has 
been heavily and frequently documented in  
the news as well as in academic and political 
realms, “the emerging Asian powers understand 
the importance of culture and are consciously 
using it as a means to project themselves not 
just to foreign governments, but also to global 
public opinion and potential partners and allies. 
In doing so, they are offering different economic 
and political models to compete with those of 
the West” (ibid). However, there is little research 
on how the financial services industry and other 
business sectors can use culture to connect with 
these markets, which will further position them 
as global leaders as they facilitate and develop 
these relationships beyond the marketplace. 

Business models and activities that revolve 
around working with other businesses will  
use culture to engage with them in more 
innovative ways. This is not only used in terms 
of corporate hospitality, where businesses host 
networking events for their clients at a private 
view or another bespoke cultural event, but  
also in terms of corporate cultural diplomacy. 

Businesses that therefore have a vested interest 
in foreign, international and/or emerging 
markets can use culture as a channel to get 
closer to and build relations with the market  
in question, which informs and feeds into the 
prospective business client in question. By 
doing so, businesses also publically showcase 
the lengths to which they are willing to go in 
order to understand and support the market/
business they want to work with. 

Cultural activity can help meet B2B objectives 
in the following ways:

• Build relationships with potential business 
clients by displaying respect and 
understanding of their culture

• Impress businesses with knowledge  
of the arts during networking sessions  
in cultural venues

• Display global brand values

• Develop unity between ancillary companies 
using staff engagement techniques

• Create relationships with external 
communities and the wider market in 
creative and innovative ways.

It is often also said that art imitates life,  
or reflects it at least, and to this end, it is 
interesting to observe how the art market itself 
is following the economy, with both the supply 
and demand becoming increasingly globalised, 
as we witness a surge in numbers of buyers 
and artists from Greece, South Africa, China 
and the Middle East to name but a few8. This 
trend will strengthen the popularity of and 
interest in art from different localities and 
cultures, and will further support the business 
need to take this out of the commercial art 
market and into the public realm. 

8 The Economist, A whole new world: art is becoming increasingly globalised, 26th November 2009
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The case studies below showcase companies 
in the finance sector leading the way with  
their corporate cultural diplomacy programmes. 
These examples can be translated and adapted 
for other sectors with B2B activities, such as 
Business Services, Legal, Manufacturing  
and Property & Construction. 

They specifically focus on raising inward 
investment for the UK arts sector, in the 
following ways:

1 UK company builds and maintains 
relationships with foreign markets by 
sponsoring exhibitions/ performances/ 
organisations and so on, showcasing  
their culture and promoting greater 
understanding and appreciation 

2 Mediating and enabling a cultural exchange 
to take place in the UK with a foreign market

3 An international company with vested 
interest in the UK sponsors exhibitions/ 
performances/ organisations etc to 
showcase and promote their own culture  
in the market they want to break into.

Culture: the creative tool to 
entice emerging markets
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Organisations:
Located in the heart of Bloomsbury in London 
the British Museum boasts a collection of over 
8 million objects spanning the entire world’s 
history. The Museum seeks to reach a broader 
worldwide audience through the content of  
the collection thereby seeking to make its 
collection accessible to greater and more 
diverse audiences. HSBC is a financial services 
company offering investment services and 
banking. The HSBC banking group is the 
world’s largest bank while the company  
itself is the 6th largest company in the world. 

Aims & objectives of cultural partnership:
Through this unique partnership HSBC was 
able to develop relationships with different 
cultures in order to further their business 
opportunities. In doing so they were able  
to place emphasis on their commitment  
to cultural exchange, awareness and 
appreciation of culture and customs as 
displayed through their advertising campaigns 
citing ‘Understanding culture is our business’9.  
In this particular case, through the sponsorship 
of the ‘Indian Summer’ season, they were  
able to position themselves as a guide to  
doing business in and with India by  
displaying acuity into the culture.
 
The British Museum wanted to create  
this season and a series of educational and 
recreational events. Through the partnership  
with HSBC, the museum was able to attract  
a greater number of visitors and target Indian 
and Non-Resident-Indian (NRI) audiences 
along with those interested in the subcontinent. 

How did this help B2B activity?
For HSBC, the sponsorship of this season 
opened several doors. Forging a partnership 
with UK India Business Council (UKIBC) – 
together they published ‘Global Indians:  
A study of investment attitudes’ highlighting 
the diversity, dynamism and economic impact 
and potential of Indians abroad. This served  
to foster a relationship not only with India  
but NRIs also. 

A second partnership was developed between 
HSBC and the Financial Times producing  
a supplement entitled ‘The New India’.  
The publication examined doing business  
in and with India and its economic growth 
while considering the role international 
business could play in this growth10. HSBC  
has also recognised that India is a key market 
for their, and the world’s, future economic 
growth, and an understanding of cultures  
is an essential part of building international 
business relationships “Opening doors  
to different cultures and encouraging  
the exchange of ideas and traditions to 
generate and strengthen international  
business relationships.”– Marah Winn-Moon, 
HSBC’s Head of Cultural Sponsorship.

The British Museum’s ‘Indian Summer’ season 
was a success, the exotic flora surrounding  
the main entrance drawing in large numbers  
of visitors. For HSBC this collaboration with 
culture was extremely profitable. While HSBC’s 
presence in India goes back to 1853, today 
nearly 5% of Indian trade passes through 
HSBC. Understanding the Indian market  
which is growing rapidly was key to the bank’s 
overall strategy. The collaboration with the 
British Museum’s programme thus proved 
instrumental in drawing on HSBC’s knowledge 
and experience of doing business in India  
and positioning themselves in this context. 

Case study: HSBC – building 
relationships for a lifetime

Indian Summer” at the British Museum was a season dedicated  
to Indian culture sponsored by HSBC. The season included the 
Garden and Cosmos: The Royal Paintings of Jodhpur (28 May– 
11 October 2009), India Landscape: Kew at the British Museum 
(until 27 September 2009) and a series of public programmes 
featuring debates, screenings, talks and educational activities.  
This sponsorship is a key example of how businesses can use 
culture to tap into the emerging markets.

9 HSBC, Cultural Exchange – Doing Business in India
10 HSBC, Cultural Exchange – Business Highlights

“
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Case study: HSBC – building 
relationships for a lifetime

Maximising inward investment

As Winn-Moon commented, “To be frank,  
you cannot justify today just doing sponsorship. 
You need to deliver business and brand 
awareness. You need to leverage the sponsorship 
strategy to maximise opportunities.” 

HSBC assert they have the understanding, 
networks, etiquette and nuances of how  
to do business in India and can offer their 
expertise to clients and companies. Through 
this sponsorship HSBC was able to aggrandise 
their client base and provide their expert advice 
to interested businesses. Stephen Green, group 
chairman of HSBC Holdings, said HSBC had  
to understand the “heritage and culture of  
the countries we work in for an exchange  
not just of commerce but of ideas.”11 

Future:
Promoted as the “world’s local bank”  
HSBC’s Cultural Exchange programme 
includes more than 22 markets across the 
globe. This programme allows for important 
business benefits and understanding of 
different cultures and values in order to  
build successful relationships. As part of  
this programme HSBC will be sponsoring 
‘Festival Brazil’ at the South Bank Centre from 
the 19th of June to the 5th of September 2010. 
The festival will showcase the dynamic culture 
of contemporary Brazil celebrating the music, 
visual arts, literature, dance and food. 

“The key objectives for cultural sponsorship 
are benefiting the business, deepening brand 
understanding, benefiting the communities  
in which we operate and using sponsorship  
as a vehicle to demonstrate HSBC’s expertise 
in cross-border business,” said Zarir Cama, 
Group General Manager – Continental Europe 
for HSBC Holdings.12 

HSBC’s continual emphasis on understanding 
and promoting the local culture they do 
business with is at the core of their business 
strategy and thus embodied by the Cultural 
Exchange Programme. Multi-national 
companies such as HSBC are now turning 
their attention to the emerging markets as  
the developed markets appear saturated.  
By choosing to invest in the creative  
industries HSBC is able to legitimise  
their place within the emerging world. 

“HSBC’s cultural exchange programme  
aligns the needs and interests of our  
customers with a deeper understanding  
of a particular market and its culture.  
Cultural Exchange, which concentrated  
on the emerging economies of India in 2009 
and China in 2008, reflects our belief that by 
understanding a country’s culture, stronger 
international business relationships can be 
built.” Stephen Green, Group Chairman,  
HSBC Holdings plc.13

11 Spear’s Wealth Management Survey, Green and Gold and Green 
12 International Trade Forum, HSBC’S Cultural Exchange Programme: The Business of Engaging in Cultural Industries
13 Arts & Business, HSBC announced as sponsor for Festival Brazil, Southbank Centre’s major summer festival
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Organisations:
With an existing reputation for bringing the 
history of the world under one roof, the British 
Museum needed the financial support and 
insight of doing an exchange with China, both 
of which were provided by Morgan Stanley.  
This global financial services provider was  
the first international investment bank to  
have a domestic China joint venture as early  
as 1995 and its sponsorship reinforced the 
company’s commitment to the country.  
They have offices across the region in Beijing, 
Hong Kong, Shanghai and Zhuhai and they 
continue to advise Chinese businesses on 
numerous transactions and deals. Morgan 
Stanley was also the first to bring a part of 
China’s history to Europe. 

Aims & objectives of cultural partnership:
This sponsorship reinforces Morgan Stanley’s 
ongoing commitment to the arts and to China. 
Although this was the first partnership  
with the British Museum, Morgan Stanley’s 
reinforcement of their relationship with  
China had underlying branding and  
marketing strategies. Doing so they  
were able to differentiate themselves from 
competitors and create a platform to build  
new relationships with clients intending to 
pursue business opportunities with China  
and nurture existing relationships with  
clients there. The British Museum’s objectives 
were to attract as many visitors as possible  
by developing new audiences and new 
relationships with the Chinese community 
both in London and China.

How did this help B2B activity?
The exhibition was of major significance  
to Morgan Stanley as they have a growing 
number of clients in China and continue  
to increase their presence in the country.  
Morgan Stanley were able to bring the 
Terracotta Army to the British Museum 

because of their strong presence in China,  
and the relationship consolidated their ties 
with businesses based in China and Chinese 
businesses in London by displaying respect  
for their culture and history.14

Impact & outcomes:
The success and innovation of this partnership 
meant it was awarded the Old Mutual Arts and 
Business Culture Branding Award for 2008. 
Morgan Stanley engaged with over 15,000 
individuals within their key audience groups 
through the course of the exhibition, including 
clients, employees and the community. As part 
of its sponsorship, Morgan Stanley was able  
to host private viewings for clients; Great 
Ormond Street Hospital employees, patients 
and their families; and the Firm’s local 
community partners. The British Museum  
also registered the highest number of ticket 
sales in 33 years while visitor numbers  
reached 855,000 making the exhibit the 2nd 
most popular in the British Museum’s history. 

Future:
This partnership was a one-off as Morgan 
Stanley does not customarily invest in the 
creative industries of the emerging markets. 
However, Morgan Stanley was instrumental in 
facilitating this major loan exhibition owing to 
their existing relationship with China. (In 2008 
Morgan Stanley sponsored ‘JAPAN! culture + 
hyper culture’, a large scale festival celebrating 
the diversity and richness of Japan’s creative 
industries. This partnership with the Kennedy 
Centre, USA highlighted Morgan Stanley’s 
relationship with Japan. Having developed 
their business in Japan since the 1970s, today 
Morgan Stanley is one of the largest and most 
active players in the Japanese market).

Case study: Morgan Stanley 
– the catalyst

Morgan Stanley sponsored the British Museum’s The First 
Emperor: China’s Terracotta Army exhibition (September 
2007–April 2008). The exhibition contained the largest number  
of Terracotta warriors to have ever left China. It was a major  
loan exhibition in London featuring China’s First Emperor  
Qin Shihuangdi and the terracotta army of Xi’an, China  
buried with him. 

14  Morgan Stanley, The First Emperor: China’s Terracotta Army 
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Guaranty Trust (GT) Bank of Nigeria is the first African corporation 
to sponsor art in Britain. In January this year they sponsored a 
major retrospective of Anglo-Nigerian artist Chris Ofili at Tate 
Britain. The Bank will also be sponsoring Anglo Nigerian artist 
Yinka Shonibare MBE’s ‘Nelson’s Ship in a Bottle’ to be unveiled 
on the fourth plinth in Trafalgar Square on the 24th of May 2010. 
Both artists are noted for their accomplishment in Britain and their 
artworks for paying homage to their native Nigerian heritage.  
This year marks the 50th anniversary of Nigerian Independence – 
in London this is signified by these two important exhibits,  
both supported by the GT Bank. 

Organisations:
The third largest bank in Nigeria, GT Bank is 
headquartered in Victoria, Lagos and operates 
in 5 countries including the UK. GT Bank has 
been involved in corporate banking from the 
early 1990s leading the race in banking in 
Nigerian financial institutions. In 2008 a UK 
subsidiary of the bank was opened in London 
to cater to the bank’s global clientele. Tate 
Britain, the world centre of British Art, holds  
a substantial collection of British art from the 
time of the Tudor monarchs in the 16th century 
right up to present day. The Fourth Plinth is 
managed by the Fourth Plinth commissioning 
group, which includes a panel of specialist 
advisors. It is funded by the Mayor of London 
and the Arts Council England. This panel  
is appointed to monitor a programme of 
contemporary art commissions from key 
international and national artists. 

Aims & objectives of cultural partnership:
The Guaranty Trust Bank has consistently 
supported arts and culture since its inception. 
Some of the sponsorships include: the  
Edo Bronze festival and the Double Club  
by Carsten Höller. However, through these  
two partnerships in London, the bank has  
the potential to reach a much wider audience 
and promote itself in Britain. In supporting 
British born Nigerian artists, the bank is able 
to employ strategies of cultural diplomacy  
in positioning itself within the ‘developed’ 
markets. By establishing a platform to cultivate 
awareness of their own culture they seek  
to develop a clientele within the developed 
market by attracting both UK businesses  
and British based Africans. 

Meanwhile, the Tate Britain and Fourth Plinth 
seek to develop international artistic awareness 
and cultural understanding. As an emblem of 
creativity in London, the Fourth Plinth seeks  
to promote Trafalgar square as a vibrant public 
space that prompts debate around the place 
and value of public art in a built environment. 

Case Study: Guaranty Trust Bank 
– breaking into new markets
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Case Study: Guaranty Trust Bank 
– breaking into new markets

How did this help B2B activity?
This partnership will and may have already 
generated interest in the Guaranty Trust Bank 
from businesses based in the UK and Nigerian 
businesses wishing to engage in business 
activity in the UK. It will also serve to  
attract Anglo-Nigerian business interest  
and investment. By supporting their local 
culture in a foreign land, the bank is able  
to reach a wider audience through their  
active participation and appreciation of 
Nigerian arts and culture. Furthermore,  
in doing so, in London the bank has the 
potential to leverage itself on an international 
level, actively seeking out business-to- 
business relationships. 

Impact & outcomes:
The partnership with Tate Britain has proved 
immensely successful. The Guaranty Trust 
Bank has received press coverage and exposure 
through this sponsorship, while Tate Britain 
has experienced a great influx of visitors of 
African heritage, thereby attracting a very 
diverse audience compared with its traditional 
visitors. The bank as a foreign financial  
service has succeeded in developing a  
mutually beneficial partnership with two  
arts organisations in the UK through the  
use of their own cultural heritage and  
artistic production. 

Future:
In nurturing these two cultural partnerships, 
the Guaranty Trust Bank will be able to 
establish a greater and more credible base  
in the UK for business-to-business activity.  
The bank could also use this strategy to  
further spread its subsidiaries and explore 
potential business opportunities. 

by supporting 
their local 
culture  
in a foreign 
land, the  
bank is able  
to reach  
a wider 
audience”

“
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Introduction
When money is scarce and sponsorship is  
hard to secure, this is a particularly testing 
moment to be placing private investment of  
the arts under even more pressure. However, 
this is indeed what will occur if the blanket  
ban on alcohol sponsorship, recently called  
for by the British Medical Association (BMA)15, 
is implemented. Rights holders in the arts 
sector that rely on this source of income would 
stand to lose between £8 million to £15 million.

The alcohol industry, led by the Portman 
Group, is already highly self-regulated and  
has been keen to protect its position and 
investments by taking significant voluntary 
steps to promote responsible drinking; and  
in some instances to use their sponsorships  
as a vehicle for conveying messages of 
sensible drinking.16 

According to Helen Day of European 
Sponsorship Association (ESA), “not only  
must they guarantee that no promotions  
are made to under 18 year olds and that all 
advertising, giveaways, sales and hospitality 
are managed to the highest level of control,  
but they must also take positive steps to 
promote responsible drinking… abiding  
by voluntary codes of practice and imposing  
their own self-regulations.”17 Furthermore, 
internal and self-imposed regulations from 
rights holders and the recipients of 
sponsorship themselves is not only good 
practice but also a good way to filter out 
inappropriate sponsorships of projects  
with audiences of a young and vulnerable 
age, with sampling and giveaways heavily 
monitored to ensure that the activation  
of the sponsorship was handled responsibly 
(Comperio Research, 2009).

Around half of the organisations surveyed  
by ESA said they would be affected if legal 
restrictions were imposed upon alcohol 
sponsorships, suggesting that a commitment 
to self-regulation and responsibility amongst 
rights holders and sponsors may be a more 
suitable way to tackle the issue of alcohol 
sponsorship in the UK. 
 

Context
The primary motivation in calling for the  
ban is to minimise alcohol consumption  
and in respect alcohol-related health problems. 
However, in this analysis we only wish to 
consider the detrimental (and disproportionate) 
effects that a blanket ban on alcohol 
sponsorship would have on the arts sector  
and not to enter the debate as to whether  
or not alcohol sponsorship is an influencing 
factor in alcohol consumption; nor do we  
seek to take forward any of the arguments  
on what Government should do in order to 
modify the drinking culture in the UK. 

It is useful to contextualise this analysis  
with references to other studies that have  
been conducted, specifically around the 
support for and opposition to the notion that 
alcohol sponsorship has direct and/or indirect 
effects on alcohol consumption. The report 
Alcohol by the House of Commons Health 
Committee (2009) includes some studies 
within their exploration and recommendations 
that suggested, in their majority, a correlation 
between the two. Other studies conclude that 
no statistical relationship existed between 
alcohol advertising and consumption for  
either 18-24 year olds or over 25s (Dorsett  
et al, 2004). 

Supporting the same notion, research 
conducted by the Foundation for Advertising 
Research (2006), suggests that alcohol 
sponsorship is an insignificant variable  
in the alcohol take-up or abuse equation. 
Furthermore, a recent report exemplifies  
that there is little correlation, if any between 
alcohol sponsorship and alcohol consumption, 
let alone binge drinking18. 

It is also worth adding, that even if there was  
a high correlation between the two, as we have 
already exemplified earlier in the report, it 
would still not necessarily equate to causation; 
therefore there is insufficient evidence or 
guarantees that a ban on alcohol sponsorship 
would reduce alcohol-related health problems. 
We therefore suggest that the ban on arts 
sponsorship from alcohol brands would have a 
disproportionately negative effect on the health 
of the arts sector, without mitigating these with 
any positive effects for the health sector.

Don’t drive away investment... 

15 The Guardian, BMA demands total ban on alcohol ads, 8th September 2009
16 Hollis Sponsorship Bulleting, ESA Column: Alcohol Sponsorship – Half Empty or Half Full? 30th June 2009
17 Hollis Sponsorship Bulleting, ESA Column: Alcohol Sponsorship – Half Empty or Half Full? 30th June 2009
18 IMR, Alcohol sponsorship ban would have ‘little effect’ on underage drinking, 11th February 2010
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In addition, the nature of alcohol sponsorships 
with the arts is arguably different from that 
with sports. Arts sponsorship from alcohol 
brands leans towards innovative and 
unobtrusive profiling (as will be exemplified  
by the case studies below). Working as  
holistic and 360° cultural brands, emphasis  
is placed on alignment of brand image with 
sophisticated and innovative creative activity,  
placing consumers at the heart of these 
projects, aiming to enhance their experience 
and engage them in broader and more direct 
ways rather than just alcohol consumption. 

The nature and reach of alcohol sponsorship  
in the arts is arguably more sophisticated  
and targeted than other types of sponsorship, 
so more regulation would be preferable and 
potentially more impactful than a total  
one-size fits all ban. 

Current contribution to the arts
Alcohol sponsors make a large financial 
contribution to the UK sponsorship market 
(arts and sports included). Estimates suggest 
that a ban on alcohol sponsorship could  
have severe consequences on the sports  
and marketing industries with a £180 million 
shortfall for the UK advertising industry.19

Closer to home, according to the ESA (2009), 
18.5% of arts organisations receive investment 
from beer sponsors, 19% from wine sponsors 
and 13.7% from spirits brands. And according 
to our private investment in culture figures,  
it is estimated that between 5-10% of business 
investment comes from alcohol brands overall 
(with some categorised as leisure & recreation, 
manufacturing, retail but mostly fitting into the 
FMCG category). 

Therefore a possible ban in alcohol sponsorship 
for the arts could lead to anywhere between  
£8 million to £15 million deficit in the sector, 
though we believe this is an underestimate  
as it doesn’t take into consideration arts-related 
sponsorship, which is not directly linked  
to a specific arts organisation (such as  
Beck’s overleaf).

Compared to the scale of the sponsorship 
market at large this is not a significant 
proportion, but relative to the scale of arts 
sponsorship specifically, this would be a 
substantial decrease of about 10% overnight – 
a greater negative impact on the sector than 

the recession has triggered to date. This  
would be a large void to fill, as expressed by 
Jennifer Davies, Development Director of the 
Philharmonia Orchestra, where a wine sponsor 
has been in place for 5 years providing free 
product for private bar and fund-raising events; 
“for UK arts organisations that are experiencing 
diminishing subsidy and a critical reliance  
on a limited pool of private donors, alcohol 
sponsorships can make the difference between 
a successful fundraising campaign or one  
that does not cover its costs. And private 
fundraising is key to an arts organisation’s 
survival” (ESA, 2009). The orchestra would  
not, however, accept alcohol support for any 
educational programmes. 

Arts organisations generally will take steps  
to ensure that sponsorship by alcohol brands  
is not associated with activities for children  
or young people, therefore, brand choice and 
awareness is unlikely to encourage under-age 
drinking, especially if the sponsored exhibition/
performance event is not targeted towards 
under-aged users or participants. Rather than 
placing a ban on alcohol sponsorship in its 
entirety, more focus should instead be placed on 
the necessity to encourage messages of 
responsible drinking and self-imposed regulation. 

Best practice can be shared amongst rights 
holders to improve contractual deals with 
alcohol sponsors, encouraging both parties  
to assist in promoting responsible drinking 
messages (ESA, 2009). Less intensive 
sponsorship branding could encourage less 
obtrusive logo placement. Fostering creativity 
and innovation through alcohol sponsorship  
by capitalising on an alcohol company’s image 
can develop its positive brand identity as 
ethical, responsible and trustworthy. 

The potential damage and side-effects of a  
total ban on alcohol sponsorship for the arts 
are much more complex than at first imagined. 
Removal of this funding stream would result  
in a gaping hole in financial support for the 
arts, placing a significant number of cultural 
organisations and projects at risk. No one is 
poised to fill this gap - especially in the current 
climate. Greater self-imposed regulation offers 
a solution. To paraphrase a comment from 
IMR, “The arts don’t have to be part of the 
alcohol problem, they can be part of the 
solution, and the same can be said for  
alcohol sponsors.”20

19 The Guardian, Alcohol advertising ban would ‘devastate’ media industries, 8th September 2009
20 IMR Comment, Calling Time? 11th January 2010 

Don’t drive away investment...
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Don’t drive away investment...

Case studies
There are a range of alcohol brands involved  
in all levels and all types and forms of the  
arts industry. Their involvement ranges from 
financial and in-kind support, expertise and 
B2B work, to experimental marketing and 
special events. Three of the best known and 
innovative arts sponsorships by alcohol brands 
are explored below, along with their objectives 
and their outcomes. 
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A German beer, Beck’s was first brewed in Bremen, North West 
Germany in 1873. It was owned by local families from then on until 
2002 when Beck’s was sold to Interbrew for £1.2 billion. In addition 
to its main brand pilsner, there are 9 other Beck’s products.

The opportunity: 
More than 20 years ago, when Beck’s entered 
the UK bottled beer market, it needed to find  
a means of attracting attention and battling 
through the already crowded market.  
While beer brands traditionally sponsored 
sporting and musical events, Beck’s chose  
to attract the attention of urbane consumers  
by looking beyond the obvious and turning to 
art. Maintaining the motto of ‘Sponsoring the 
unsponsorable’ Beck’s went on to establish a 
partnership with the Institute of Contemporary 
Arts (ICA). Beck’s also began by sponsoring the 
visual arts through more traditional means such 
as providing beer at contemporary art events.

Projects developed:
Beck’s Labels 
• From the late 1980s Beck’s began 

commemorating their major sponsorship 
deals and exhibition openings with limited 
edition bottle labels

• These labels began with Gilbert and George 
in 1987 and continued over the years to 
include the work of Young British Artists 
(YBAs) Damien Hirst and Tracey Emin

• By fusing together art, design, popular 
culture and innovative, marketing these 
labels stimulated creativity and wonder

• The Beck’s labels are now collectors’ items, 
showcasing the epitome of artistic talent  
of the time. They were exhibited at the V&A  
in 2006 in the show ‘Prints Now: Directions 
and Definitions’ 

• For nearly 22 years now, the Beck’s bottle 
has served as the canvas for some of the 
most prolific names in contemporary art.  
In 2009 Beck’s began to bring art and music 
together by commissioning cutting-edge 
musicians to redesign the labels. 

Beck’s Fusions
• In 2007 Beck’s began to integrate music  

with their work in contemporary art through 
Beck’s Fusions

• Building on their existing partnership with 
the ICA, Beck’s held a series of concerts 
with modern musicians, artists, animators 
and film makers, thereby creating a 
stimulating synthesis of music and art

• This included work with Alexis Taylor  
from Hot Chip and musician and artist  
Brian Degraw, founding member of the 
experimental music group Gang Gang 
Dance and culminated in a special free 
concert by the Chemical Brothers and 
United Visual Artists (UVA)

• The Beck’s Fusions Pod travelled to 
Manchester, Glasgow and Dublin for  
the remainder of the month, with Calvin 
Harris and Novak 3D Disco to headline  
at each city, with supporting artists 
representing each city

• Beck’s Fusions returned in 2008, 
establishing itself as an annual event,  
this time working in collaboration with 
Contemporary Arts Society (CAS) 

• They also used social networking spaces 
such as MySpace, uploading videos and 
providing live streaming. The festival was 
promoted on the MEN (Manchester Evening 
News), various blogs and on the National 
Express’ ‘What’s on’ page 

• Paul Hobson, Director of the Contemporary 
Art Society said:  
“We are delighted to be working with Beck’s 
on this ground-breaking project. We are 
celebrating our centenary next year and  
it’s the perfect way to start the celebrations 
early, with a partner who shares our 
longstanding support and commitment  
to contemporary artists”21

Case study:  
Beck’s

21  Contemporary Arts Society, Contemporary Art Society Announces New Partnership With Becks, 1st June 2008 
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Case study:  
Beck’s

• Louise Brown, Sponsorship Manager  
at Beck’s said: 
“Working with the Contemporary Art 
Society has given us the opportunity  
and scope to engage with a wide selection  
of contemporary artists from across the UK. 
The indispensable input made by the 
Contemporary Art Society has helped  
shape the event’s artistic focus and will 
make a valuable contribution to delivering 
what is gearing up to be an amazing event 
in September”22

• Fabienne Nicholas, who will act as  
the curator on the programme said: 
“Beck’s Fusions is going to provide an 
exciting programme of opportunities for 
artists and the team at the Contemporary  
Art Society are really looking forward to 
discovering and working with new artists 
and bringing their work to life at the 
September event. Art and music...the 
possibilities are endless!”23

• Running alongside this, was ‘In the 
Studio’– an opportunity for the public to 
create their own works based on the Fusions 
brief and inspired by the online mixer and 
music. The winning pieces were presented 
at the festival. Professional artists were 
filmed in Beck’s in North London creating 
art work to music mixed by Beck’s online 
mixer for Live Studio.

Music Inspired Art
• In line with Beck’s Fusions, 2009 saw the 

release of a series of ‘Music Inspired Art’ 
labels from musicians Ladyhawke and 
Hard-Fi who created designs based on  
and inspired by their own album artwork

• Ladyhawke, aka Pip Brown said: “Music  
and art are both inspirations to me, so to  
be involved in the Beck’s Art Labels activity 
is a fantastic opportunity for a different 
creative expression. I’m really excited  
about the creative process and I can’t  
wait to see my bottles in store”24 

• Richard Archer, lead vocalist, Hard-Fi  
said “We’ve always seen art and our 
re-interpretations of everyday images as  
a way of giving added depth to our music. 
Working with Beck’s has given us the 
opportunity to connect with our fans in  
a different way and we’re looking forward  
to how they’ll react to our designs”25

• As part of this promotion Beck’s painted 
various pubs in London, each representing  
a famous song for a limited period of time. 
The Lock Tavern in Camden was painted  
to represent Prince’s ‘Diamonds and Pearls’, 
while the Old Blue Last in Shoreditch was 
painted to represent The Cure’s ‘Lovecats’. 

Beck’s Futures
• Beck’s Futures was a British contemporary 

art prize founded by the ICA and sponsored 
by Beck’s

• It began in 1999 but never reached the 
popularity of the Turner Prize, although  
the prize fund was substantially larger

• It was recognised internationally as UK’s 
most prestigious prize for emerging artists, 
and was instrumental in launching the 
career of many artists

• The competition faced much controversy  
in 2005 when the prize was awarded to  
artist Christina Mackie for a sculptural 
installation of a papier maché egg topped 
with a crystal ball 

• The prize was subsequently discontinued  
in 2007 as there was a growing fear that it 
was no longer cutting-edge and not serving 
the intended purpose. 

22  Contemporary Arts Society, Contemporary Art Society Announces New Partnership With Becks, 1st June 2008
23  ibid
24 RTV Channel, Ladyhawke and Hard-Fi called in to design Beck’s label
25 ibid
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Case study:  
Beck’s

Impact & outcomes:
Beck’s campaign was based around working 
with the contemporary arts in order to align 
itself within a certain sphere. Their campaign 
was more about brand awareness and shaping 
the brand from the very beginning, recognising 
that contemporary art is an area where you  
can never afford to stay still. It is owing to  
this motto that Beck’s has been able to 
successfully execute so many projects  
and develop a relationship with the ICA 
 and contemporary art. 

Their target audience is between 18–35yrs,  
this segment not only enjoy contemporary  
art, but also demand exciting and unique 
experiences with it. This is what propels  
Beck’s work within the arts and keeps its brand 
at the forefront of the beer industry in the UK. 

Will Morris, speaking in an interview for the 
Lloyd’s Innovation Prize in anticipation for  
the 30th Arts and Business Awards, believes 
that rather than putting their name behind an 
existing project, it is better to be innovative and 
devise new experiences and new collaborations. 
The advantage of this is that over their 20 year 
campaign Beck’s has a strong association  
with contemporary art, and through this they 
have aligned themselves as a cutting-edge 
innovative brand which continues to produce 
interesting ideas. 

Beck’s Fusions was a step forward, moving 
music and art together, recognising that many 
art forms can mix successfully. From the ‘In the 
Studio/Live Studio’ project, a direct link can be 
drawn to the ICA’s ‘Heavy Pencil’ events, where 
artists bring their own music and draw against 
it in front of a live audience. 

The significance here is that a corporate brand 
not only sponsors art but to an extent it was 
also able to encourage the creation of more 
original art by other cultural institutions and 
artists. Beck’s beer has shown a true 
commitment to contemporary art with the 
amount of time, money and effort they have  
put into their contemporary art projects, 
presenting themselves with full enthusiasm 
and no cynicism. This leads to target audience 
media such as Xfm reporting on their events  
as a truly authentic artistic event rather than  
a blind grab for sales under the cover of 
contrived artistic relevance, which can  
happen with badly-executed cultural branding. 
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Jameson is a single distillery Irish whiskey. The company was 
established in 1780 in Dublin and was bought by the French 
beverage conglomerate Pernod Ricard in 1988. Clocking in annual 
sales of over 31 million bottles, Jameson appears to be the world’s 
best selling Irish whiskey.

The opportunity: 
Jameson has had a longstanding association 
with film in Ireland. Their relationship with  
film goes back to 1988 when they created the 
Jameson Short Film Award. They are now 
involved in some of the most innovative  
film events occurring all over the world. 
Sponsorship is considered to be at the core  
of Jameson’s brand strategy, with film being 
the chosen form to communicate brand values. 
The association with film can be traced back  
to Pernod Ricard, who bought the company  
in 1988. Sponsorship to them is an integral 
part of the marketing mix as it enables a 
dialogue with the consumers. This brand 
strategy is facilitated through partnerships  
with various film festivals across the globe, 
providing an international platform for  
the brand. 

Projects developed:
Jameson Short Film Awards
• The first Jameson short film award  

was organised in 1988. It later went  
on to become an annual award with  
the Belfast Film Festival from 2003

• The aim of this award was to support 
international filmmakers and international 
cinema by alleviating the profile of winning 
directors and winning films 

• Since several European nations chose  
their own Jameson short film awards,  
the whiskey brand was able to gain further 
exposure in the European market through  
an engagement with the European 
Coordination of Film Festivals 

• In addition to brand leverage, Jameson 
aimed to raise the profile of contemporary 
short films and stimulate an exchange  
of cultural appreciation across Europe. 

Jameson Dublin International Film Festival
• Established in 2003, James Dublin 

International Film Festival (JDIFF) has 
rapidly grown to become Ireland’s premiere 
feature film festival. It takes place over the 
course of 11 days and nights every February 

• Jameson Whiskey has been the festival’s 
partner since its inception 

• As an international film festival, the 
emphasis is on celebrating film and 
providing a showcase for an Irish audience. 
Many of the films showcased here are Irish 
premieres, while others are often the only 
public screenings to be shown in Ireland 

• In 2009, Jameson supported the festival  
with a €1m promotional campaign.  
This included radio, online, cinema,  
print, outdoor advertising and e-marketing. 
Jameson also signed a contract consolidating 
a further 3 years partnership with the festival 
until 2012

• Joanne O’Hagan, CEO of The Jameson 
Dublin International Film Festival, 
commented: “Jameson has supported  
us since the festival began in 2003,  
and is now one of the most significant 
sponsorships in Ireland. In these 
challenging times, to receive this positive 
news underlines the success of the 
partnership between Jameson and the 
Dublin International Film Festival over  
the last seven years. We anticipate that  
the next three years are going to be very 
challenging for us all, and to receive a 
financial commitment from Jameson until 
2012 ensures the continued success of our  
event as Ireland’s premier film festival”26 

• This partnership illustrates the value of 
consolidating ties with arts organisations 
and the benefits and exposure it can generate. 

Case study:  
Jameson

26 Business & Leadership, Jameson extends Dublin film festival sponsorship, 13th January 2009 
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Case study:  
Jameson

Belfast Film Festival
• The Belfast Film Festival began in August 

1995 as part of West Belfast Community 
Festival. The festival’s growth has continued 
with audience levels increasing on average 
35% annually over the past 5 years

• Jameson has been the main sponsor of  
the Belfast Film Festival from 2007–2009 

• The Belfast Film Festival, since its inception, 
has been at the forefront in championing 
cultural film exhibition in Northern Ireland.  
It is now one of the key annual events in  
the city

• Each year BFF presents special events 
outside the normal confines of a cinema. 
Screenings on The Lagan Boat have become 
a regular highlight of the festival programme 
and the festival has presented a number  
of hugely successful drive-in movies both 
during the festival and throughout the year. 
Drive-in screenings have included The 
Texas Chainsaw Massacre at Halloween  
and Dirty Dancing on its 20th anniversary. 

Movies on the Square
• Jameson sponsored a season of free film 

screenings from July–August 2008 in Dublin’s 
Meeting House Square, in collaboration with 
Temple Bar in the Cultural Quarter of the city 

• The Meeting House Square is the only 
purpose built open-air cinema in the country. 
It can hold up to 600 people per screening

• Some of the movies screened at this event 
included ‘Some like it hot’, ‘Annie Hall’  
and ‘Stranger than Fiction’. 

Jameson Empire Awards 2009
• Jameson Whiskey was the title sponsor  

of the Jameson Empire Awards 2009 

• Reinforcing their continual association  
with film, this partnership provided Jameson 
with significant exposure, gaining editorial 
coverage in 6 editions of the Empire 
magazine and serving whiskey cocktails 
during the ceremony

• Catherine O’Grady head of PR and 
sponsorship for Jameson asserted,  
“This is a really exciting partnership that’s 
going to further strengthen and build 
Jameson’s relationship with film.”27

Jameson Cult Film Club
• In 2009 Jameson put on a series of free  

film screenings of cult and horror films 
leading up to Halloween 

• Working in collaboration with free men’s 
magazine Shortlist, the screenings were  
held in buildings characteristic of the films, 
such as the Union Chapel, Clapham Grand 
and Village Underground in Shoreditch

• The venues were staged and actors were 
hired to add to the experience, playing 
vampires, Mike Myers from Halloween  
and other horror characters

• This was essentially experience marketing; 
not only did film experts introduce the film, 
but the audience (18+) were given up to two 
free Jameson cocktails. 

Impact & outcomes:
Having developed a relationship with film  
from the late 1980s, Jameson has nurtured  
this relationship over the last 20 years 
providing greater support for film and gaining 
increasing exposure worldwide. By aligning 
itself with innovative and cutting-edge films, 
Jameson has been able to strategically position 
its brand within the market for 18–35 year olds. 

Their financial involvement in the form of support 
has been substantial. For the 2008 Jameson 
Belfast Film Festival, Jameson invested £30,000  
in sponsorship and an additional £35,000 as in- 
kind sponsorship, mainly in return for marketing 
and flyers. In addition to this financial support, 
Jameson also provided and facilitated learning 
opportunities. These included the Movieoke 
competition and workshops on filmmaking. 

The continuing partnership between Jameson 
and the Belfast Film Festival and projects such 
as Movie on the Square, fortifies their local ties 
to Irish heritage and builds on its provenance 
to strengthen their authenticity.28 By providing 
the necessary assistance and backing to these 
events, Jameson has been able to cultivate 
creative development in film making and the 
appreciation of this. 

27 Business & Leadership, Jameson to sponsor film awards, 1st December 2008
28 Design Week, Local Flavour, 18th February 2010 
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Of British origin, Beefeater is the world’s leading premium gin 
dating back to 1860. It is the last major brand of London gin to 
retain its own distillery in the capital. Following its purchase by 
Pernod Ricard, Beefeater in 2005 underwent major revitalisation 
plans in an attempt to re-establish a kinship to its London home. 
Beefeater launched its new luxury London gin at the end of 2008, 
‘Beefeater 24’ as a combination of tradition and modern glamour. 

The Design Museum in London is one of the world’s leading 
museums dedicated to contemporary design. It aims to provide  
a critical insight into the forces changing the world today through 
its exhibitions, educational, web and publishing programmes.  
The Design Museum is instrumental in shaping the public’s 
appreciation and understanding of design and architecture. 

The opportunity:
Beefeater and the Design Museum began  
talks of collaboration at an early stage without 
a specific proposal in place. Through their 
early discussions the two organisations  
were able to reach 3 areas of shared interest 
– Contemporary Design, Proximity and  
Influence to London (building on their 
provenance again), with an overlapping  
core target audience of core age 30. Both 
organisations desired specific outcomes  
from their collaboration. Beefeater desired 
brand recognition, brand experience, media 
coverage and a strong tie to London. 

By tapping into the Design Museum’s audience 
in this context, Beefeater would be able to 
create a platform to launch the new Beefeater 
24. The Design Museum also had specific 
desired outcomes; primarily investment to 
boost the project ambition, access to sponsor’s 
resources to enhance marketing and a creative 
brief to contrast with the traditional artist led/
retrospective shows. In addition to these they 
also wanted to maintain artistic integrity  
and control.29 

Projects developed:
Super Contemporary
• The Design Museum collaborated with 

Beefeater to produce ‘Super Contemporary’, 
an exhibition showcasing contemporary 
design in London. The show ran from the  
3 June 2009 – 4 October 2009. The museum 
appointed an external curator for the show: 
Daniel Charney 

• The show was divided into three key 
aspects– Timeline, Maps & Commissions

• The Timeline provided a visual retrospective 
of 40 years of design in London, 
accompanied by a social commentary

• The Maps consisted of a series of maps  
of London tracing the location of creative 
communities ranging from publishers,  
to studios and to pubs

• The Commissions involved requesting 
London designers, including both household 
names and emerging stars to design 
something for the show 

Case study:  
Beefeater

29  Design Museum and Beefeater 24 Present Super Contemporary, from Think Sponsorship:  
Partnership in Practice, 1st October 2009 
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Case study:  
Beefeater

• The commissioned work was a major 
element of the show, made possible only 
through the extra investment by Beefeater.  
It allowed the Design museum to bring in 
internationally renowned participants to 
engage with their project. It also provided 
Beefeater and the Design Museum with 
excellent media coverage 

• The organisations worked together on  
the curatorial process of the exhibition  
and also on the launch, marketing and 
interactive elements of the show. They 
jointly developed an advertising campaign 
and a PR strategy. They also created a series 
of 24 events scheduled to take place in order 
to take the show onto the streets of London 

• There was also a significant pooling  
of resources, specifically manpower  
and expertise. 

Impact & outcomes:
The collaboration between Beefeater and  
the Design Museum was extremely successful. 
The show registered more than 47,000  
visitors and gained coverage in 29 national 
broadsheets. 1,450 people attended the 24 
events which included talks by designers 
including Sir Paul Smith and Ron Arad, to 
visits to the Beefeater Distillery which included 
‘Design’ your own cocktail events. The success 
of this collaboration can be attributed to  
the two organisations working towards  
the development of a shared vision with  
a shared responsibility for its delivery. 

The partnership with the Design Museum  
was vital for Beefeater in keeping with its  
new advertising campaign, entitled ‘Forever 
London’. This coincided with the launch of the 
New ‘Beefeater 24’ which boasted a new bottle 
design and packaging. Beefeater was thus able 
to take the brand by its traditional London roots 
and simultaneously add a contemporary twist. 
By partnering with the Design Museum and 
producing the ‘Super Contemporary’ exhibit, 
Beefeater were able to project their brand as 
one that moves with the times. 

Nick Blacknell, Brand Director for Beefeater 
Gin, adds: “Beefeater is an international brand 
of huge popularity – it is the world’s largest 
selling premium gin at 2.3 million nine litre 
cases – and appeals to a stylish audience.  
It therefore needs to have a fresh and 
sophisticated look in line with our ambitious 
plans for the brand. The new packaging  
is a bold move that positions Beefeater as  
a contemporary brand and the new design  
has been researched exceptionally well,  
with consumers appreciating the quality  
and provenance cues.”30

30 British Bottlers.com, Beefeater redesign captures the essence of London, 1st August 2007
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Introduction
As the UK emerges from the longest 
recession on record31 some things will 
return to normal – but not all things.  
The ‘new normal’, referring to the new 
business (and social) landscape, is 
therefore constituted by new priorities  
that may have started as a result of the 
recession, but that now go beyond it. 
 
The need to reconnect with target groups,  
for example, is one of them, through  
restoring trust and respect, though the  
need for quality products and services  
does not necessarily change. 

For the past couple of years we have therefore 
witnessed a shift in the way people and 
businesses operate, within a context of 
uncertainty, though not necessarily (or at  
all times) austerity, the effect of which is  
likely to continue beyond the recession  
and into the ‘new normal’.

As we have already seen, the arts sector is 
dependent on several different sources of 
income, which themselves are very susceptible 
to the peaks and troughs of the market.  
From public funding, to business investment 
and earned income from attendances and  
ticket sales, most (if not all) sources of income 
for the arts are determined (or at least shaped) 
in one way or another by external market  
forces such as the economy, technology  
and overall consumer trends. 

The context
According to Ipsos MORI’s latest Economic 
Optimism Index (2010), 44% of respondents 
expect the UK economy to improve in the next 
12 months, 28% say it will stay the same and 
24% say it will get worse. However, 64% of 
respondents still don’t believe that Britain is 
over the recession yet (13% said that Britain  
is still in deep recession). Around 85%  
expect it to take more than a year for Britain’s 
economy to return to pre-recession levels (this 
is also reflected in our forecasts for the return 
of business investment to pre-recession levels; 
Mermiri, 2009). 

Worse yet, according to Recession Britain 
(Vaitilngam, 2009) national income per head  
is predicted to take until March 2014 to return 
to what it was in March 2008.

As we have seen, the arts don’t operate in  
a vacuum and are clearly affected by many 
external factors that are in turn often intricately 
connected with the economy. But looking past 
business activities and priorities, the recession 
also affected people on a personal level – their 
appetite for experiences over products grew, 
and their quest for authenticity similarly 
increased (Gilmore et al, 2009). However,  
their ability to consume at the levels they 
previously did were challenged, as is evident 
by consumer spending and confidence  
indices (Nicholls, 2010). 

Interestingly, the side-effects were not  
all necessarily negative for the arts, as  
their popularity increased in tandem with 
people’s need for authentic experiences  
and their limited purchasing power. 

In this chapter we will explore how business priorities are changing 
and what the cultural landscape is likely to look like in light of  
the recession and beyond. We will also provide insight into the 
changing relationship between the cultural and private sectors, 
offer advice and suggestions on how private investment can  
be maximised and how this can help to maintain competitive 
advantage in these trying times. 

Market trends  

31 The Times, Britain exits longest recession on record – just, 26th January 2010
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Market trends  
Towards recovery

It is worth noting that though household 
disposable income increased in the last year, 
consumer spending has conversely been 
decreasing (ibid). By implication, there is some 
kind of correlation between private investment 
and consumer spending, though there is none 
between private investment and disposable 
income (as there is also no direct correlation 
between consumer spending and disposable 
income, especially since 2007). 

This seems to imply, that a large part  
of consumer behaviour is determined by 
confidence and perception and not actual 
disposable income or purchasing power. 

The gap between what people therefore say 
they do and actually do is not as large as  
often thought, particularly when much of  
what they do is affected by perception. 
Attitudinal research is therefore equally 
important in predicting behaviour as  
economic forecasts and analysis. Business 
priorities are, in a similar way, predictable 
through attitudinal research and analysis.
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Business priorities
Towards recovery

“The financial crisis has increased uncertainty 
in the ‘real economy’ and higher uncertainty 
has led firms to postpone making 
investment...” (Vaitilingam, 2009)

Even so, according to our business respondents, 
in the winter of 2009, their main investment 
priority for the next 12–24 months was in the 
arts, followed by sports, other charities and 
broadcasting.

As in April and July 2009, the majority of  
our business respondents (59%) are Arts & 
Business members and are already engaging 
with the arts in various capacities. There is 
therefore a natural bias in their prioritisation  
of engagement with the arts, as this is already 
an embedded practice for most of them. 

However, most of the respondents deal with 
marketing budgets in general, of which arts 
sponsorship is only a part of and therefore  
offers a representative picture of their priorities 
going forward. 

First priority of businesses (% of respondents)

Over the last year, the arts have consistently 
come first in terms of business priorities, 
though sports have recently taken the second 
place over other charities, and broadcasting  
is consistently their lowest priority and 
decreasing between surveys.
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Business priorities
Towards recovery

Furthermore, according to the IFM Industry 
Survey Mid-Year 2009 report, many brand 
owners who traditionally work closely with 
sports are now seeking to diversify their 
sponsorship portfolio to include culture in 
order to provide a more holistic, diverse and 
interesting experience for their consumers  
and target audience. 

By 2013, businesses anticipate to no longer  
be reducing their spending in the arts (and  
if not maintaining, then increasing it) often  
by more than 50%.
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Business priorities
Towards recovery

Confidence levels around investment in the 
arts were lowest in November 2008, in the thick 
of the recession. Surprisingly enough, April 
2009, which was the next time we questioned 
our respondents about their attitudes regarding 
the recession and the impact it will have on the 
arts, they were more confident than 3 months 
later when they were asked again in July. 

Business respondents, however, were most 
confident in November 2009, when the 
attitudes and perceptions were moving  
away from the threats and challenges of  
the recession and towards the opportunities  
of the recovery, which is aptly reflected in  
the theme of this report. 
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Individuals at the centre
Towards recovery

Cause-related marketing is a powerful 
influence on consumer’s behaviour – in 2009, 
79% of consumers would switch to a brand 
associated with a good cause, up from 66%  
in 1993, and 38% have bought a product 
associated with a cause, compared with  
20% in 1993.32

The future trend, therefore, seems to be one 
based on collaboration, partnership and 
co-donations. In addition to using culture  
to attract and retain the brand loyalty of  
target groups, businesses will increasingly 
work directly with their audiences to make  
an impact on the community they serve, 
combining consumption with philanthropy.
Localism therefore has a strong place in the 
future of the arts, and the way they could be 
funded going forward.

As philanthropy and individual giving are 
considered discretionary spend or luxury 
goods, they fluctuate according to income  
and ability to give (Pharoah, 2009). In this  
light, as is the case with businesses, when  
the economy and individuals’ spending 
capacity returns to pre-recession levels,  
so should the levels of giving. 

Considering that more than 54% of the adult 
population donated in a typical month of 2009 
(NCVO, 2009a), there is still much potential  
for growth in this source of giving in the  
future for the arts. 

Furthermore, “the proportion of individual 
income given to charity is likely to remain 
generally constant... so the sector [also] needs 
to retain the capacity to respond to an upturn 
in income” (Vaitilingam, 2009). This should 
essentially translate to an upturn in giving; but 
it is equally important that arts organisations 
have the right mechanisms and resources in 
place to harness this and tap into new sources 
and increasing levels of giving.

Demonstrating efficiency and impact  
of contribution will become increasingly 
important, as donors (like businesses)  
are becoming more interested in helping to 
make charitable activities more sustainable, 
and therefore want to be treated as partners 
and strategic philanthropists, rather than 
passive and removed donors (ibid; Breeze, 
2009; Goodey, 2010).33

What is now needed in the ‘new normal’  
is patience and perseverance, with public 
engagement and a greater audience focus 
driving most, if not all, of the cultural sector’s 
priorities and activities (Leadbeater, 2005; 
Knell, 2006), and collaboration, partnerships 
and co-donations leading the arts into the 
post-recession economy.34  

32 Marketing Week, Philanthropist change into a corporate suit, 21st January 2010
33 Philanthropy UK, Charities told to ask philanthropists for help in raising income, 11th March 2010 
34 ibid
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Summary of key messages

• As the UK is emerging from the recession, 
both consumer and business confidence  
levels are slowly increasing

• For businesses already engaging culture, 
investment in culture will still be a priority 
going forward, with 2010 expected to be  
the low-point

• Business investment in the arts isn’t 
likely to surpass pre-recession levels 
before 2013

• There is still much potential for growth in 
private investment to culture, so the sector 
should incentivise and engage businesses 
and individuals in more direct and 
innovative ways

 • The future lies in collaboration, partnerships 
and co-donations, where one source of 
investment will leverage and catalyse 
additional support from more/other sources.
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Private investment in culture survey
Out of a population survey of 5,000, we received 
close to 1,000 responses (a 20% response rate), 
making up a representative sample of 
organisations of all artforms and sizes from all 
the regions and nations of the UK. This figure 
is consistent with our response rate from last 
year and we make sure that we have a constant 
sample of organisations responding every year, 
so our year-on-year comparison is very reliable. 

Our respondents provided us with exact  
figures of the private investment received by 
their organisation for the financial year 08/09, 
which was then extrapolated to cover the  
whole of our original population base. 

The extrapolation method is based on  
a projected investment band that each 
organisation is placed within (there are 8  
bands ranging from null to over £20 million). 
This in turn is based on the amount of private 
investment each organisation is expected  
to receive, which is informed by one of  
four methods:

1. Asking the organisations directly which 
band they belong in

2. The amount of private investment they 
received last year

3. Local knowledge of the organisation (we 
have regional offices throughout the UK, 
who maintain personal relationships with 
the organisations in their regions)

4. Desk-based research.

The extrapolation process for organisations 
which haven’t responded is then completed  
by developing a matrix on SPSS whereby  
their region, artform and band are used to 
calculate an extrapolated figure based on  
the actual responses. 

Private investment from our actual responses 
accounted for 78% of the total extrapolated 
figure, which included most organisations 
within the top 3 bands and therefore makes  
the extrapolation method very robust. 

Market trends
Most of the figures and references in  
the Towards recovery section are sourced  
from a survey we conducted with our business 
stakeholders on regular intervals since  
August 2008. The sample size was much 
smaller than our Private investment in culture 
survey (35 respondents), but it was constant 
and representative (across regions and 
business sectors). 

This meant that we could continue to 
temperature-test the sector by tracking  
and monitoring the changes in attitudes  
and priorities in a flexible way, in order to 
complement the arts perspective with the 
equivalent business thinking.

Desk research
Many of the arguments in the report are 
supported by existing research, which we have 
sourced through research reports and national 
news – these have also served in contextualising 
some of our figures with the economy and the 
sector and comparing what is happening in  
the arts with what is happening elsewhere. 

The case studies have also been collated 
through desk-research and publically  
available information.

Methodology
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